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Toys & Railways

Lot 1 

Glossary - see back of catalogue 

Estimate: £0 to £0 

Lot 2 

A collection of boxed and unboxed
DINKY military vehicles - F/G in
P/G boxes where boxed (12) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 3 

A group of playworn diecast cars,
lorries etc by DINKY, CORGI and
others - P/F unboxed (28) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 4 

A pair of diecast 1:18 and 1:24
Formula 1 racing cars by
HOTWHEELS and BBURAGO - VG
in G/VG boxes (2) 

Estimate: £20 to £40 

Lot 5 

A JOHILLCO 1935 diecast Jubilee
coach set, appears complete,
some minor damage but in original
box - F/G in F/G box 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 6 

A mixed group of 1:18 scale
diecast cars by BBURAGO - VG/E in
VG boxes (6) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 7 

A CORGI 266 diecast Chitty Chitty
Bang Bang, appears complete with
all wings and figures - G/VG in
G/VG box 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 8 

A CORGI 497 diecast Thrush-
Buster Oldsmobile from 'The Man
From U.N.C.L.E' - blue metallic
version - VG in G/VG box with inner
stand, Waverley ring packing piece
and card roof ring 

Estimate: £120 to £180 

Lot 9 

A CORGI 258 diecast 'The Saint's'
Volvo P1800 with white body, red
interior with figure, silver trim, spun
hubs - G/VG (some minor paint
chips) in G/VG box with Corgi Club
leaflet 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 10 

A CORGI 391 diecast 'James Bond
Diamonds Are Forever' Ford
Mustang Mach 1 with red body,
white base and interior, black
plastic bonnet, chrome trim and
dish Whizzwheels - VG/E in VG box
with correct oversticker to front
window 

Estimate: £100 to £150 
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Lot 11 

A CORGI 336 diecast James Bond
Toyota 2000GT from the film 'You
Only Live Twice', flag broken,
complete with two packing pieces,
instructions and a sprue of
missiles - G/VG on VG display
stand in VG box 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 12 

A CORGI 261 diecast James
Bond's Aston Martin DB5 in
original box with original pictorial
display stand, spare bandit and
instructions but missing James
Bond driver figure - G/VG in G/VG
box with VG display stand 

Estimate: £120 to £180 

Lot 13 

A group of boxed dicast vehicles
comprising a DINKY 266 ERF Fire
Tender and 656 88mm Gun
together with a group of CORGI
Classics - VG in G/VG boxes (656
bubble damaged) (5) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 14 

A group of ACTION RACING
COLLECTABLES 1:24 scale diecast
NASCAR racing cars, all examples
from the 1999 racing year - VG/E in
VG boxes (4) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 15 

A group of ACTION RACING
COLLECTABLES 1:24 scale diecast
NASCAR racing cars, various
examples from the late
1990s/early 2000s - VG/E in VG
boxes (5) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 16 

An AOSHIMA / MIRACLE HOUSE
1:72 scale diecast Drop Ship model
from the 'Aliens' movie. Appears
complete and barely used with
instructions - VG/E in VG box 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 17 

A SUNSTAR 1:24 scale diecast
London Routemaster Bus RM686
in Vernons Pools advertising livery,
appears unused complete with
certificate and sealed mirrors pack
- VG/E in VG box 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 18 

A CORGI 1:50 scale CC12305
Heavy Haulage set in Eddie Stobart
livery - appears unused - VG/E in
VG box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 19 

A CORGI 1:50 scale 18005 Heavy
Haulage set in Pickford's livery -
appears unused - VG/E in G/VG
box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 20 

A CORGI 1:50 scale 18001 Heavy
Haulage set in Econofreight Heavy
Transport Limited livery - appears
unused - VG/E in G/VG box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 
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Lot 21 

A CORGI 1:50 scale 18002 Heavy
Haulage set in Pickford's livery -
appears unused - VG/E in G/VG
box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 22 

A CORGI 1:50 scale CC12403
Heavy Haulage set in Heanor livery
- appears unused - VG/E in VG box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 23 

A CORGI 1:50 scale 31014 Heavy
Haulage set in Sunter Brothers'
livery - appears unused - VG/E in
G/VG box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 24 

A CORGI 1:50 scale American
Outline Heavy Haulers' Set
US24903 in Tyler and Sons' livery
hauling an American streetcar -
VG/E in G/VG box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 25 

A CORGI 1:50 scale CC20402
Carters Steam Galloper model
carousel with horses - limited
edition from 2002 - appears
unused - VG/E in VG box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 26 

A CORGI 1:50 scale CC20403
Anderton and Rowland Steam
Galloper model carousel with
horses - version with lights and
sound - limited edition under the
'Vintage Glory of Steam' brand -
appears unused - VG/E in G/VG
box (slight scuffing from storage) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 27 

A group of 1:24 scale diecast
military vehicles by GONIO - VG/E
in VG boxes (6) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 28 

A mixed group of MAISTO 1:18
scale diecast cars including
several racing examples - all as
new - VG/E in VG boxes (7) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 29 

A large quantity of boxed CORGI
CLASSICS diecast cars, vans etc -
VG in G/VG boxes (Q) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 30 

A group of CORGI 1:50 scale
'Vintage Glory of Steam'
Showmans' Locomotives and Road
Engines - VG/E in VG boxes (9) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 
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Lot 31 

A group of CORGI diecast vehicles
all TV and movie related including
several James Bond themed items
- VG/E in VG boxes (9) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 32 

A group of CORGI CLASSICS 1:50
scale Fire Engines, mostly
American Outline - VG/E in VG
boxes (12) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 33 

A group of CORGI 1:50 scale
diecast 'Heavy Haulage' series
lorries - VG/E in VG boxes (4) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 34 

A group of CORGI 1:50 scale
diecast 'Vintage Glory of Steam'
Foden and Sentinel steam lorries -
VG/E in VG boxes (11) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 35 

A group of CORGI CLASSICS 1:50
scale diecast American Outline
buses and streetcars - VG/E in VG
boxes (12) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 36 

A group of CORGI 1:50 scale
diecast articulated lorries - VG/E in
G/VG boxes (4) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 37 

A group of CORGI 1:50 scale
diecast articulated lorries - VG/E in
G/VG boxes (4) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 38 

A group of CORGI 1:50 scale
diecast articulated lorries - VG/E in
G/VG boxes (4) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 39 

A group of CORGI 1:50 scale
diecast articulated lorries - VG/E in
G/VG boxes (4) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 40 

A group of CORGI and MATCHBOX
Superkings Fire and Rescue trucks
- VG in F/G boxes (3) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 
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Lot 41 

A group of CORGI OOC 1:76 scale
diecast buses together with a
Blackpool tram - VG/E in VG boxes
(9) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 42 

A mixed group of MAISTO 1:18
scale diecast cars - all as new -
VG/E in VG boxes (7) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 43 

A mixed group of MAISTO 1:18
scale diecast cars - all as new -
VG/E in VG boxes (6) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 44 

A mixed group of MAISTO 1:18
scale diecast cars - all as new -
VG/E in VG boxes (6) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 45 

A mixed group of MAISTO 1:18
scale diecast cars - all as new -
VG/E in VG boxes (7) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 46 

A group of CORGI 1:50 scale rigid
and articulated diecast lorries
mostly from the Guinness and
Whisky collections - VG/E in G/VG
boxes (12) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 47 

A large group of CORGI CLASSICS
French issue 1:50 scale diecast
lorries from the Collection Heritage
and Collection Bibendum series -
VG/E in VG boxes (15) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 48 

A group of CORGI 1:50 scale
diecast articulated lorries from the
'Modern Trucks' series - VG/E in
VG original sealed plastic display
cases (3) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 49 

A group of CORGI CLASSICS 1:50
scale diecast rigid and articulated
lorries - VG/E in VG boxes (13) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 50 

A group of CORGI diecast
Routemaster buses, trams and
state coaches from the Queen
Mother's Centenary - VG/E in G/VG
boxes (20) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 
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Lot 51 

A group of CORGI 1:50 scale
diecast articulated lorries - VG/E in
G/VG boxes (4) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 52 

A group of CORGI 1:50 scale
diecast articulated lorries - VG/E in
G/VG boxes (4) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 53 

A group of CORGI 1:50 scale
diecast articulated lorries - VG/E in
G/VG boxes (4) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 54 

A group of CORGI 1:50 scale
diecast articulated lorries - VG/E in
G/VG boxes (4) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 55 

A group of CORGI CLASSICS
diecast buses - various styles - VG
in G/VG boxes (15) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 56 

A group of CORGI CLASSICS 1:50
scale diecast rigid and articulated
lorries - VG/E in VG boxes (13) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 57 

A very large quantity (two large
boxes) of DEAGOSTINI part work
magazines including diecast cars
of Eastern Europe - NB these
magazines were produced for the
Czech market and are therefore
not in English - VG/E (Q) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 58 

A very large quantity of
DEAGOSTINI part work magazines
including diecast buses of Eastern
Europe - all still sealed on
magazines - NB these magazines
were produced for the Czech
market and are therefore not in
English - VG/E (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 59 

A mixed group of MAISTO 1:18
scale diecast cars - all as new -
VG/E in VG boxes (6) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 60 

A mixed group of MAISTO 1:18
scale diecast cars - all as new -
VG/E in VG boxes (16) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 
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Lot 61 

A mixed group of MAISTO 1:18
scale diecast cars - all as new -
VG/E in VG boxes (14) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 62 

A group of Soviet Union produced
diecast vehicles including Military
and lorry examples together with a
motorbike / sidecar (motorbike
A/F) - G/VG in generally G boxes
(10) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 63 

A group of Soviet Union produced
diecast vehicles including car and
van examples - G/VG in generally G
boxes (14) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 64 

A complete set of six CORGI
CLASSICS diecast 'The Beatles
Collection' vehicles from the first
issue 1997 - VG/E in VG boxes (6) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 65 

A group of MATCHBOX diecast
vehicles on original cards - mostly
sealed, together with a
MATCHBOX British Airways Gift
Set - VG in G/VG cards/boxes (26) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 66 

A large group of MATCHBOX
diecast later production (Macau)
vans - mostly Code 3 limited
editions including MICA
conventions - VG in G boxes (60) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 67 

A group of BBURAGO 1:43 scale
diecast cars - all sealed on original
cards - VG/E on G/VG cards (21) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 68 

A large quantity of BBURAGO 1:43
scale diecast cars in original boxes
- VG in G/VG boxes (42) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 69 

A group of 1:18 scale diecast cars
by TCHIBO, MAISTO and others -
VG/E in G/VG boxes (11) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 70 

A complete set of the four
MATCHBOX MODELS OF
YESTERYEAR diecast special
editions issued to celebrate the
50th year of Yesteryears -
complete and unused in bespoke
display cases 

Estimate: £30 to £50 
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Toys & Railways

Lot 71 

A group of MATCHBOX carded and
boxed Superfast issue diecast
vehicles comprising a G-14 Grand
Prix set together with various
German and UK issues - VG/E in
G/VG packaging (17) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 72 

A group of diecast cars together
with some plastic based variations
all by NOREV - VG in G/VG boxes
and cards (31) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 73 

A group of DINKY diecast Deluxe
issues in original rigid plastic
cases together with various Code 3
DINKY models issued for the
Leipzig toy fairs - VG/E in VG boxes
(9) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 74 

A group of Code 2 and Code 3
MATCHBOX MODELS OF
YESTERYEAR diecast models - all
limited editions - VG/E in G/VG
boxes (14) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 75 

A group of Code 2 and Code 3
MATCHBOX MODELS OF
YESTERYEAR diecast models - all
German Collectors' special issues -
VG/E in G/VG boxes (14) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 76 

A group of Code 3 diecast
MATCHBOX MODELS OF
YESTERYEAR - all limited editions
(15) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 77 

A group of diecast MATCHBOX
MODELS OF YESTERYEAR vans in
straw coloured boxes - all Code 2
promotional vehicles - VG in G/VG
boxes (28) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 78 

A group of diecast MATCHBOX
MODELS OF YESTERYEAR vans in
maroon coloured boxes - all Code
2 promotional vehicles - VG in
G/VG boxes (29) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 79 

A group of diecast MATCHBOX
MODELS OF YESTERYEAR vans in
maroon coloured boxes - all Code
2 promotional vehicles - VG in
G/VG boxes (30) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 80 

A group of POLISTIL diecast 1:24
racing cars - VG/E in G/VG boxes
(15) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 
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Lot 81 

A group of 1:87 scale model buses
in plastic together with a detailing
transfer pack by V&V MODEL - who
are a Czech based producer of
hand made unusual vehicles in
plastic and white metal - VG in
G/VG boxes (28) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 82 

A group of white metal 1:87 scale
cars - most with detailing etches
by V&V MODEL who are a Czech
based producer of hand made
unusual vehicles in plastic and
white metal - VG in G/VG boxes
(32) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 83 

A group of white metal 1:87 scale
vans and lorries by V&V MODEL
who are a Czech based producer
of hand made unusual vehicles in
plastic and white metal - VG in
G/VG boxes (32) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 84 

A group of early MATCHBOX
MODELS OF YESTERYEAR in
various style boxes to include a
G-6 Gift Set - G/VG in generally G
boxes (29) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 85 

A pair of TEKNO diecast vehicles
comprising an unboxed refuse
lorry and a boxed fire engine - G in
G box (where boxed) (2) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 86 

A group of TEKNO diecast vehicles
comprising a Junior Constructor
lorry set (missing mounting screw
but otherwise complete in P box)
together with two other unboxed
vehicles - F/G in P box (where
boxed) (3) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 87 

A small group of DINKY diecast
vehicles comprising 252 Refuse
Truck, 651 Centurion tank and a
708 Vickers Viscount Airliner - G in
P/G boxes (3) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 88 

A group of CORGI diecast cars
comprising 215S (one tyre
missing), 317 and 341(one wheel
missing) - F/G in P/F boxes (3) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 89 

A group of MATCHBOX and
MATCHBOX KINGSIZE diecast
vehicles comprising 2 x tractors
and a cement mixer - G/VG in P/G
boxes (3) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 90 

A group of CORGI 1:50 scale Heavy
Haulage and others diecast lorry
sets - VG/E in G/VG boxes (4) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 
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Lot 91 

A large quantity of MATCHBOX
MODELS OF YESTERYEAR
ephemera comprising 2 x framed
and glazed displays of models with
deconstructed versions in original
shipping outers together with
various copies of different issues
of the Yesteryear Book and several
Matchbox catalogues, posters,
leaflets etc - VG (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 92 

A pair of diecast 1:43 scale Tatra
trucks by KADEN for TATRA - VG/E
in VG boxes (2) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 93 

A group of vintage Eastern
European diecast and plastic
vehicles by ESPEWEMODELLE and
others - G in F/G boxes (22) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 94 

A large quantity of unboxed
vintage diecast vehicles mainly by
CORGI - generally G unboxed (Q) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 95 

A DINKY 934 diecast Leyland
Octopus Wagon in yellow/green -
F/G in G/VG box 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 96 

A group of unboxed vintage
diecast vehicles by DINKY - F/G
unboxed (20) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 97 

A large quantity of unboxed
vintage diecast vehicles by
SCHUCO, GAMA, WELLY, NOREV,
MEBE and others - generally G
unboxed (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 98 

A group of TEKNO unboxed
diecast vehicles, some a/f - F/G
unboxed (7) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 99 

A group of TEKNO boxed and
unboxed diecast vehicles, some
a/f - F/G in F/G boxes where boxed
(7) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 100 

A large quantity of unboxed
vintage diecast vehicles mainly by
MATCHBOX - generally G unboxed
(Q) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 
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Lot 101 

A large quantity of unboxed
vintage diecast vehicles mainly by
MATCHBOX - generally G unboxed
(Q) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 102 

A large quantity of unboxed
vintage diecast vehicles mainly by
MATCHBOX - generally G unboxed
(Q) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 103 

A CORGI Aviation Archive AA32601
diecast 1:72 scale Avro Lancaster
B1 aircraft - VG/E in G/VG box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 104 

A CORGI Aviation Archive AA32602
diecast 1:72 scale 'Battle of Britain
Memorial Flight' set comprising
Avro Lancaster, Spitfire and
Hawker Hurricane aircraft - VG/E in
G/VG box 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 105 

A pair of CORGI 1:50 scale diecast
articulated lorries together with a
'Building Britain' Bedford lorry -
VG/E in VG boxes (3) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 106 

A pair of diecast MG cars
comprising an AUTOART 1:18
scale MGB Roadster together with
a FRANKLIN MINT 1:24 scale
MGTC - VG/E in G/VG boxes (2) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 107 

A KYOSHO 1:12 scale diecast
Ferrari F40 car in yellow, appears
unused, only unboxed for photos,
in original box and complete with
shipping outer - E in E box 

Estimate: £100 to £150 

Lot 108 

A CORGI Aviation Archive AA38601
diecast 1:72 scale BAC TSR-2
aircraft - VG/E in G/VG box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 109 

A CORGI Aviation Archive AA34604
diecast 1:32 scale DeHavilland
Mosquito FBVI aircraft - VG/E in
G/VG box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 110 

A CORGI Aviation Archive AA34601
diecast 1:32 scale DeHavilland
Mosquito B MkXVI aircraft - VG/E
in G/VG box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 
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Lot 111 

A group of VANGUARDS by LLEDO
1:43 scale diecast cars, all appear
complete as new - VG/E in VG
boxes (13) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 112 

A mixed group of 1:43 scale
diecast cars by AUTOART,
VITESSE, MINICHAMPS and others
- VG in G/VG boxes (13) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 113 

A large quantity of mixed boxed
modern diecast by CORGI and
others including Minis, EFE buses
etc. - VG in G/VG boxes (Q) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 114 

A group of DINKY original
accessories kits comprising
various signs sets, a figure set, a
pavements set (unchecked for
completeness) and a trade box of
Lamp Standards (appears
complete) - G/VG in F/G boxes (8) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 115 

A group of MATCHBOX 1-75 series
diecast vehicles together with a
King Size example in type B,C,D
and E boxes - G/VG in generally G
boxes (King size missing one end
flap) 

Estimate: £100 to £150 

Lot 116 

A pair of CORGI diecast cars
comprising a 303 Mercedes Benz
SL in blue (VG in G box) together
with a 300 Austin Healey (F,
missing windscreen in G box) -
F/VG in G boxes (2) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 117 

A pair of DINKY diecast aircraft
comprising a 998 Bristol Britannia
in Canadian Pacific livery in
original box with packing piece and
a postcard of the aircraft type,
together with an unboxed 738 Sea
Vixen - G/VG in G box where boxed
(2) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 118 

A group of CORGI diecast vehicles
comprising a 225 Austin Seven, a
359 Army Field Kitchen and a 464
Commer Police Van - VG in G/VG
boxes (3) 

Estimate: £120 to £180 

Lot 119 

A group of DINKY by ATLAS replica
DINKY and FRENCH DINKY lorries,
all as new - E in VG/E boxes (11) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 120 

A mixed group of diecast military
soldiers, guns, searchlights etc by
BRITAINS and others - generally
G/VG, mostly unboxed (Q) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 
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Lot 121 

A BRITAINS diecast Tumbrel
wagon set, together with a
CHARBENS Tree Wagon set, both
appear complete - generally G in
F/G boxes (2) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 122 

A large quantity of mostly farm
related diecast animals, figures
and accessories by BRITAINS and
others - F/G unboxed (Q) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 123 

A group of diecast Cowboys and
Indians by TIMPO and others
together with a 1950s ELF TOYS
wooden 'Fort Cheyenne' fort in
original box - G, figures unboxed,
fort in F/G box (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 124 

A group of ATLAS 1:72 scale
diecast fighter planes - VG in G
original shipping boxes (10) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 125 

A very large quantity of mixed
boxed diecast by LLEDO, ATLAS,
CORGI and others - G/VG in
generally G boxes (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 126 

A group of MATCHBOX Superfast
diecast cars and other vehicles in
original boxes - G/VG in G/VG
boxes (9) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 127 

A group of unboxed DINKY and
MATCHBOX diecast fire engines
and lorries - F/G (unboxed) (4) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 128 

A group of MATCHBOX diecast
models to include a K-8 Car
Transporter - F/G in G boxes
(where boxed) (8) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 129 

A mixed group of diecast lorries,
buses etc by EFE and others -
together with an AIRFIX plastic kit
and a HORNBY boxed locomotive
tender - G/VG in generally G boxes
(14) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 130 

A group of 1:24 scale diecast cars
by BBURAGO, REVELL and others -
VG in F/G boxes (12) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 
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Lot 131 

A collection of ONYX 1:43 scale
diecast Indycar and Formula 1
racing cars - together with some
ONYX leaflets - VG in G/VG boxes
(13 plus leaflets) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 132 

A group of CORGI diecast Formula
1 and Indycar racing cars
comprising numbers 159, 160 and
Gift Set 29, together with a similar
DINKY racing car #222 - VG in
generally G boxes (4) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 133 

A group of boxed diecast CORGI
vehicles comprising numbers 396,
397 and 490 - G/VG in generally G
boxes (3) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 134 

A group of CORGI diecast Formula
1 racing cars comprising numbers
150, 152, 153, 155 and 156 - VG in
generally G boxes (5) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 135 

A mixed group of boxed and
unboxed diecast racing cars by
BRUMM and others - G/VG in G/VG
boxes (where boxed) (9) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 136 

A very large quantity of diecast
MATCHBOX MODELS OF
YESTERYEAR in various styles of
box - G/VG in generally G boxes
(circa 90) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 137 

A group of 1:18 scale diecast
racing cars by REVELL, BBURAGO
and JOUEF - VG in G/VG boxes (5) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 138 

A large quantity of mixed diecast
cars, mostly MATCHBOX MODELS
OF YESTERYEAR - G/VG in
generally G boxes (where boxed)
(Q) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 139 

A group of 1:24 scale FRANKLIN
MINT diecast cars to include a
Gullwing Mercedes and a Porsche
911 - G (slight dust from display, E-
Type Cabriolet is missing
windscreen) in F original shipping
boxes (6) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 140 

A complete FRANKLIN MINT 1:43
scale 'Classic Cars of the Fifties'
collection comprising twelve
individual diecast cars (loose) with
wooden display shelf unit and all
associated paperwork and folders -
VG in G original cabinet shipping
outer 

Estimate: £50 to £70 
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Lot 141 

A very mixed group of diecast cars
comprising a MAISTO 1:12 scale
Jaguar XJ220, a GUILOY 1:18
scale Aston Martin DB7 (dusty)
and a MATCHBOX MODELS OF
YESTERYEAR 6 car presentation
framed and glazed set - G in F/G
boxes (3) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 142 

A group of 1:24 scale FRANKLIN
MINT diecast cars to include a
1911 Rolls Royce and a Mercedes
770K - with associated paperwork -
G/VG in F/G original shipping
cartons (6) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 143 

A group of 1:24 scale DANBURY
MINT diecast cars to include a
Pierce Silver Arrow and a Hispano-
Suiza J12 - with associated
paperwork - VG in G boxes (5) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 144 

A group of 1:24 scale DANBURY
MINT diecast cars to include a
1957 Chevrolet Bel Air and a
Ferrari 250 Testa Rossa - with
associated paperwork - VG in G
boxes (6) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 145 

A group of 1:24 scale DANBURY
MINT diecast cars to include a
1940 Ford Deluxe Coupe and a
Jaguar XK120 - with associated
paperwork - VG in G boxes (4) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 146 

A group of mixed 1:24 scale
diecast cars by DANBURY MINT
and CREATIVE MASTERS to
include a 1966 Ford Mustang and
a 427SC Cobra - with associated
paperwork - VG in G boxes (4) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 147 

A CORGI 497 diecast Thrush-
Buster Oldsmobile from 'The Man
From U.N.C.L.E' - blue metallic
version - VG in G/VG box with inner
stand, Waverley ring packing piece
and card roof ring 

Estimate: £120 to £180 

Lot 148 

A FRANKLIN MINT 1:12 scale
diecast 1907 Rolls Royce Silver
Ghost - appears undisplayed in
original shipping outer - VG in
G/VG outer 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 149 

A tray of mixed scale diecast cars
by BRITAINS, CORGI and others -
VG in G/VG boxes (17) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 150 

A tray of modern MATCHBOX and
CARARAMA diecast carded and
boxed vehicles together with some
multipacks - VG/E on VG sealed
cards/packs (50) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 
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Lot 151 

A group of 1:18 scale diecast cars
by AUTOART and others including
movie and TV related examples -
VG in G boxed (5) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 152 

A group of boxed and unboxed
CORGI diecast military vehicles
and other items - generally G in F
boxes (where boxed) (12) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 153 

A group of playworn DINKY diecast
toys comprising a large selection
of aircraft and a group of sports
cars - F/G (unboxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 154 

A mixed group of diecast cars,
vans, other vehicles and
accessories by MATCHBOX and
others - F/G (unboxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 155 

A group of DINKY diecast vans,
buses etc all playworn examples -
F/G (unboxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 156 

A group of mainly DINKY diecast
cars etc all playworn examples -
F/G (unboxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 157 

A group of mainly DINKY diecast
lorries, cranes and other
accessories all playworn examples
- F/G (unboxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 158 

A large quantity of diecast military
vehicles and accessories by
DINKY, BRITAINS and others - F/G
in F/G box (where boxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 159 

A group of 1:18 scale diecast cars
by YAT MING and BBURAGO
comprising 2 x MG TC Roadster
together with a Porsche 356 B -
VG/E in VG boxes (3) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 160 

A group of 1:72 and 1:144 scale
diecast aircraft by CORGI
AVIATION ARCHIVE to include a
Boeing 'Stratofortress', all appear
complete - VG/E in VG boxes (3) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 
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Lot 161 

A mixed group of modern diecast
cars, lorries and vans by
MATCHBOX, CORGI and LLEDO
DAYS GONE to include various
limited edition gift sets - VG in
G/VG boxes (Q) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 162 

A quantity of vintage MARKLIN
diecast vehicles to include a boxed
MARKLIN 8011 Mercedes racing
car - F/G in F/G box (where boxed)
(5) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 163 

A quantity of 1:76 scale diecast
buses by CORGI OOC all in original
boxes - VG/E in VG boxes (8) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 164 

A quantity of unboxed MATCHBOX
Kingsize lorries and other vehicles
- F/G (unboxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 165 

A mixed group of diecast cars,
truck etc by DINKY, FRENCH
DINKY and others together with a
DG MODELS reproduction DINKY
Palethorpes van - F/VG in F/G
boxes (where boxed) (6) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 166 

A pair of DINKY diecast 693 7.2
Howitzer Army guns in original
boxes - VG in VG boxes (2) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 167 

A group of vintage playworn
MATCHBOX diecast vehicles and
accessories - F (unboxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 168 

A DINKY 102 diecast 'Gerry
Anderson's Joe 90' Joe's Car in
metallic blue with blue/white fold
out wings (working), battery
operated, with instructions - G/VG
in G/VG box with VG inner stand
and white polystyrene packing
piece 

Estimate: £150 to £200 

Lot 169 

A DINKY 104 diecast 'Gerry
Anderson's Captain Scarlet'
Spectrum Pursuit Vehicle in
original box with display plinth,
instructions, missile and small
packing piece - Captain Scarlet
figure present and eject
mechanism working but stiff - VG
in G box 

Estimate: £100 to £150 

Lot 170 

A DINKY 100 diecast 'Gerry
Anderson's Thunderbirds' Lady
Penelope's FAB1 Rolls Royce in
pink, complete with figures, missile
and harpoons (plus bagged
spares), flying lady emblem still
present - VG in G/VG outer box and
inner pictorial stand 

Estimate: £150 to £200 
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Lot 171 

A DINKY 101 diecast 'Gerry
Anderson's Thunderbirds'
Thunderbird 2, in gloss green with
yellow legs, complete with
Thunderbird 4 in yellow, usual
slight wear to paintwork on edges
of pod - VG in G/VG outer box and
inner pictorial stand 

Estimate: £150 to £200 

Lot 172 

A DINKY 351 Gerry Anderson's
'UFO' Interceptor in metallic green
with missile, pictorial card box and
instructions - VG in G/VG outer
box, VG inner pictorial stand 

Estimate: £100 to £150 

Lot 173 

A DINKY 102 diecast 'Gerry
Anderson's Joe 90' Joe's Car in
metallic blue with blue/white fold
out wings (working), battery
operated, with instructions - G/VG
in G/VG box with VG inner stand
and white polystyrene packing
piece 

Estimate: £100 to £150 

Lot 174 

A CENTURY 21 TOYS Gerry
Anderson 'Project Sword' friction
driven Re-Entry Task Force No.2 in
original box, with instructions and
badge - VG in F box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 175 

A CENTURY 21 TOYS Gerry
Anderson 'Project Sword' battery
operated Moon Prospector in
original box, with instructions and
badge - VG in G box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 176 

A CENTURY 21 TOYS Gerry
Anderson 'Project Sword' battery
operated Scramble Bug in original
box, with instructions and badge -
VG in G box 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 177 

A CENTURY 21 TOYS Gerry
Anderson 'Thunderbirds Are Go! /
Project Sword' battery operated
Zero-X in original box, complete
and with Project Sword
instructions and badge - designed
and used for the Thunderbirds are
Go! film the toy was also released
as part of the Project Sword range
- VG in F box (some graffiti to lid) 

Estimate: £200 to £400 

Lot 178 

A group of vintage
PALITOY/KENNER Star Wars toys
comprising a Millennium Falcon
and various unboxed figures - G
unboxed (15) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 179 

A group of modern STAR WARS
action figures in the 'The Force
Awakens' and 'Rebels' series
together with a pair of electronic
Star Wars vehicles from the
'Collector Fleet' series - VG in G/VG
boxes (9) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 180 

A STAR WARS 'Return of the Jedi -
See-Threepio (C3PO) figure by
KENNER on an original 79 back
card - unpunched, some yellowing
to bubble - otherwise VG on G/VG
card 

Estimate: £80 to £120 
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Lot 181 

A group of original STAR WARS
small scale diecast vehicles
including Tie-Fighters and others,
together with a modern carded
figure of Princess Leia - G/VG,
figure on G card - rest unboxed (7) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 182 

A group of vintage 1970s/80s
KENNER/PALITOY STAR WARS
figures - G/VG (unboxed) (21) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 183 

A group of original vintage STAR
WARS toys including troop
transporters, Hoth Wampa etc - G
(unboxed) (8) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 184 

A group of vintage STAR WARS
larger poseable figures - G
(unboxed) (5) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 185 

A large group of vintage
PALITOY/KENNER Star Wars toys
to include a Millennium Falcon, AT-
AT and various other vehicles -
generally G (unboxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 186 

A large group of PALITOY /
KENNER vintage Star Wars figures
and accessories, a number of
figures with original weapons -
G/VG (unboxed) (circa 65+) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 187 

A large group of PALITOY /
KENNER vintage Star Wars figures
and accessories, a number of
figures with original weapons -
G/VG (unboxed) (circa 65+) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 188 

A large quantity of vintage
SCALEXTRIC track and
accessories - F/G unboxed (Q) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 189 

A group of mostly vintage
SCALEXTRIC slot cars and
accessories - F/VG in G boxes
where boxed (10 cars plus accs) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 190 

A pair of vintage TONKA pressed
steel toys comprising a dump truck
and a road scraper - G unboxed (2) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 
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Lot 191 

A SCHUCO 2097 Mercedes 190SL
tinplate clockwork car kit, rarer red
version - circa 1959 - appears
complete - VG/E in VG box 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 192 

A MARKLIN 1989 replica of an
original 1075 'Meccano' based
construction set - produced for the
75th Anniversary of these sets -
VG/E in VG box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 193 

A group of vintage Eastern
European plastic and tinplate toys
to include a PIKO 3-car monorail
set - G in F/G boxes (where boxed)
(6) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 194 

A group of Czechoslovakian
tinplate vintage lorries by KADEN,
mostly Tatra examples - VG in G
boxes (where boxed) (8) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 195 

A pair of boxed vintage
Czechoslovakian clockwork
operated tinplate and plastic
vehicles by IGLA comprising a
searchlight truck and a
tram/trolleybus overhead cable
repair wagon - VG in F/G boxes (2) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 196 

A pair of vintage Eastern European
plastic bodied battery operated
remote control vehicles
comprising a police car in original
box and an unboxed single decker
bus - G in G box (where boxed) (2) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 197 

An ITES vintage Czechoslovakian
tinplate battery operated polar
exploration vehicle in original box -
appears complete, together with a
similar unboxed example - G in F/G
box (where boxed) (2) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 198 

A pair of IGRA Czechoslovakian
vintage play train sets comprising
1 x plastic and 1 x tinplate
examples - VG in G boxes (2) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 199 

A pair of Czechoslovakian vintage
tractor and trailer sets - 1 x tinplate
clockwork and 1 x plastic
examples - G/VG in F/G boxes (2) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 200 

An ITES vintage Czechoslovakian
tinplate battery operated cosmic
exploration vehicle in original box -
appears complete, together with a
smaller clockwork lunar rocket
(unboxed) - G in G box (where
boxed) (2) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 
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Lot 201 

A group of Eastern European
plastic and metal toy vehicles,
mostly unboxed to include a
friction drive cat and mouse! - G
unboxed (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 202 

A group of KOVAP tinplate Czech
produced replica tinplate trucks
(one unboxed) together with some
MONTI SYSTEM plastic kits
(appear complete/unused) - VG in
G/VG boxes where boxed (8) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 203 

A pair of vintage Eastern European
plastic bodied battery operated
remote control vehicles
comprising an ITES Fiat 2300 car
in original box and an unboxed
Porsche 928 - G in G box (where
boxed) (2) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 204 

A group of Eastern European
tinplate military vehicles together
with a group of unused
MATCHBOX military kits - VG in
G/VG boxes where boxed (11) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 205 

A KOVAP Czech made replica
tinplate clockwork Bergbahn
(Mountain railway) based on the
original 1950s version by
Technofix - VG/E unused in VG box

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 206 

A pair of vintage Eastern European
plastic bodied battery operated
remote control vehicles
comprising an ITES Tatra 613 car
in original box and an unboxed
single deck bus - G in G box (where
boxed) (2) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 207 

An East German vintage VEB
'Omega Utopian Vehicle'
(Utopisches Fahrzeug) in tinplate
and plastic, battery operated
remote control, in original box -
G/VG in G box 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 208 

A KOVAP Czech made replica
tinplate 'Circus Set #1' together
with a pair of tinplate buses by the
same manufacturer - VG/E unused
in VG boxes (3) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 209 

A pair of Czechoslovakian vintage
tinplate and plastic friction drive
vehicles comprising a working fork
lift truck and a Special Fire Truck,
both in original boxes - G in F/G
boxes (2) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 210 

A group of SCHUCO vintage
tinplate vehicles comprising a
boxed submarine and three cars -
F/G in F/G box where boxed (4) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 
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Lot 211 

A large group of boxed unbuilt
plastic kits in various scales of
military planes and ships, mostly
by Eastern European
manufacturers, unchecked but
appear complete - G/VG in F/G
boxes (29) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 212 

A large selection of unboxed
tinplate vehicles etc, mostly by
Eastern European manufacturers -
F/G unboxed (16) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 213 

A selection of unboxed
tinplate/composite vehicles etc,
mostly by Eastern European
manufacturers - F/G unboxed (8) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 214 

A group of unboxed tinplate lorries
by ITES (Czechoslovakia) - F/G
unboxed (6) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 215 

A KOVAP Czech made replica
tinplate 'Agriculture Set #2'
together with a tinplate agricultural
trailer by the same manufacturer -
VG/E unused in VG boxes (2) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 216 

A group of vintage unbuilt aircraft
kits by AIRFIX, FROG and others,
contents unchecked - G/VG in G
boxes (6) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 217 

A group of MARX vintage 1960s Dr
Who Dalek toys comprising an
original 1965 issue battery
operated 6.5" Dalek together with a
selection of five Dalek Rolykins in
different colours (2 x silver, 2 x
black and 1 x red) with a packet of
plungers, eyestalks and guns to fit
in red and yellow plastic - enough
for the five Daleks with some to
spare - VG/E in G boxes (6) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 218 

A DE-LUXE TOYS / TOPPER Multi-
Pistol 09 'Secret Agent Set' -
appears complete and with
instructions card to rear - G in G
plastic case 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 219 

A group of MAMOD live steam
vehicles comprising 2x Tractors, a
trailer and a roadster - F/G, one
tractor a/f, unboxed (4) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 220 

A unique, original
watercolour/gouache artwork
produced in 1981/2 for use on the
MATCHBOX P-5005 British 8th
Army set of plastic soldiers by
Doug Post - signed to bottom right
'POST' approx. image size 37cm x
26cm - mounted on a larger board -
comes complete with a set of the
soldiers showing its use 

Estimate: £200 to £300 
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Lot 221 

A unique, original
watercolour/gouache artwork
produced in 1981/2 for use on the
MATCHBOX P-5003 German
Infantry set of plastic soldiers by
Doug Post - signed to bottom right
'POST' approx. image size 37cm x
26cm - mounted on a larger board 

Estimate: £200 to £300 

Lot 222 

A unique, original
watercolour/gouache artwork
produced in 1981/2 for use on the
MATCHBOX P-5002 American
Infantry set of plastic soldiers by
Doug Post - unsigned approx.
image size 37cm x 26cm -
mounted on a larger board - comes
complete with a set of the soldiers
showing its use 

Estimate: £200 to £300 

Lot 223 

A large quantity of plastic and
diecast cowboys, Indians and
various types of soldier by TIMPO,
BRITAINS and others - to include
some BRITAINS Swoppets - G
(unboxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 224 

An original vintage MATTEL
BARBIE doll, circa 1959/60,
complete with swimsuit, mule
shoes, sunglasses and a number
of further clothes and accessories
- G/VG (unboxed) 

Estimate: £200 to £400 

Lot 225 

A group of G.I. Joe vehicles and
accessories by HASBRO - G
(unboxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 226 

A large quantity of vintage elastolin-
based toy animals including tigers,
camels, rhinoceroses etc - F/G
(unboxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 227 

A SCALEXTRIC 'Tourers 2000' slot
racing set, appears complete - VG
in G box 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 228 

A group of vintage TRIANG MINIC
clockwork road rollers and
construction equipment - F/G
(unboxed) (11) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 229 

A group of vintage TRIANG MINIC
clockwork vehicles comprising 2 x
delivery vans, a truck (A/F), 2 x
single decker Greenline coaches
and a selection of TRIANG MINIC
keys - F (unboxed) (5 plus keys) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 230 

A group of vintage TRIANG MINIC
clockwork military vehicles
comprising 3 x small Jeeps and a
large Jeep together with a boxed
M101 friction drive armoured car -
G in G box (where boxed) (5) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 
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Lot 231 

A fleet of wooden and resin model
sailing ships, fully rigged - F/G (13) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 232 

A mixed group of N gauge wagons
by FARISH, PECO and others,
mostly BR examples - VG in G/VG
boxes (24) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 233 

A GAUGEMASTER (by DAPOL) N
gauge class 153 single car railcar
in First Great Western livery - VG/E
in VG box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 234 

A pair of DAPOL N gauge class
121 single car railcars (one
motorised, one dummy) both in BR
green livery with speed whiskers -
VG/E in VG boxes (2) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 235 

A group of FARISH N gauge Mark 1
Travelling Post Office coaches in
Royal Mail livery - VG in G boxes
(5) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 236 

A large quantity of LONE STAR
OOO (N) gauge cast metal
locomotives and coaches, mostly
in original boxes together with
some accessories - F/G in F/G
boxes where boxed (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 237 

A group of N gauge steam
locomotives by DAPOL and
FARISH in BR and SR liveries - VG
in F/G boxes (3) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 238 

A group of N gauge coaches and
bogie vans by LIMA and WRENN -
G/VG in G boxes (11) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 239 

A FARISH 8125 N gauge Intercity
125 train pack in original blue/grey
livery together with four additional
coaches - VG/E in VG boxes (5) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 240 

A FARISH N gauge GWR Pannier
tank steam locomotive in GWR
green together with an ex-GWR
diesel railcar in BR green - VG in
G/VG boxes (2) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 
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Lot 241 

A pair of FARISH N gauge diesel
locomotives comprising classes
33 and 47 in BR blue and large
logo liveries - VG in G/VG boxes (2)

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 242 

A FARISH N gauge 3 car class 101
DMU in blue/grey livery together
with a selection of other FARISH
coaches and container wagon - VG
in G/VG boxes (7) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 243 

A FARISH by BACHMANN N gauge
Battle of Britain class steam
locomotive 'Fighter Command'
together with a Bulleid 3-coach set,
all in BR green livery - VG/E in VG
boxes (2) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 244 

A large group of MINITRIX N gauge
wagons, mostly in original boxes -
VG in G/VG boxes (26) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 245 

A MINITRIX N gauge Warship class
diesel locomotive together with a
selection of coaches - G/VG in G
boxes (4) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 246 

A group of LIMA N gauge diesel
locomotives comprising Deltics in
BR blue and green and a class 31
in BR blue - G/VG in G boxes (3) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 247 

A group of FARISH by BACHMANN
N gauge Mark 1 Pullman cars to
include 'The Hadrian Bar' - VG/E in
VG boxes (5) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 248 

A group of DAPOL N gauge rolling
stock comprising a class M7
steam tank locomotive in BR black,
four Collett coaches in BR maroon
and a group of 4 wagons - VG in
VG boxes (9) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 249 

A group of DAPOL N gauge rolling
stock comprising a Prairie tank
steam locomotive in BR black
livery together with a pair of
Autocoaches in BR maroon livery -
VG in VG boxes (3) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 250 

A pair of DAPOL N gauge class 73
electro-diesel locomotives in
Pullman livery, both identical as
'The Royal Alex' - VG/E in VG boxes
(2) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 
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Lot 251 

A group of HORNBY MINITRIX and
LYDDLE END buildings in plastic
and resin in original boxes together
with similar FARISH buildings and
a FARISH controller / slave
controller pair - VG/E in G/VG
boxes (19) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 252 

A pair of N gauge steam
locomotives comprising a FARISH
Duchess class 'King George VI' in
BR green and a MINITRIX class A4
'Sir Nigel Gresley' in LNER blue - VG
in G/VG boxes (2) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 253 

A group of boxed and unboxed N
gauge rolling stock by FARISH and
LIMA to include a class 25 diesel
loco and various coaches - G in G
boxes where boxed (9) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 254 

A pair of N gauge Deltic diesel
locomotives comprising a FARISH
version (boxed) and a LIMA
version (unboxed) both in BR green
- G/VG in G box where boxed (2) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 255 

A group of boxed and unboxed N
gauge steam locomotives by
FARISH and others - F/G in F/G
boxes where boxed (4) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 256 

A pair of N gauge CON-COR
American outline Budd RDC
railcars comprising a powered and
dummy version, some repainting
noted - F in G boxes (2) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 257 

A TRI-ANG TT gauge Merchant
Navy class steam locomotive 'Clan
Line' in original loco box together
with an unboxed restaurant car - G
in G box where boxed (2) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 258 

A large quantity of vintage TT
gauge track including a significant
number of points - F/G (unboxed)
(Q) 

Estimate: £20 to £40 

Lot 259 

A large quantity of vintage
transformers and controllers - F/G
(unboxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £20 to £40 

Lot 260 

A large quantity of TT gauge track,
4 x boxes/crates - G (unboxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £20 to £40 
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Lot 261 

A very large quantity of unboxed
TRIANG TT gauge platforms,
station buildings, bridges etc - G
(unboxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 262 

A large quantity of TRIANG TT
gauge boxed and unboxed track
together with a boxed turntable - G
in F/G boxes (where boxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 263 

A large quantity of TRIANG TT
gauge boxed track and
accessories - G in G boxes (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 264 

A large quantity over several boxes
of TT gauge kit built buildings by
various manufacturers - G
(unboxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 265 

A large quantity of mostly TRIANG
TT gauge station buildings,
platforms and other accessories -
G in G boxes (where boxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 266 

A large quantity (two crates) of
TRIANG TT gauge empty product
boxes - F/G (Q) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 267 

A very large quantity of unboxed
mostly TRI-ANG TT gauge wagons
- F/G unboxed (circa 80+) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 268 

A very large quantity of unboxed
mostly TRI-ANG TT gauge wagons
- F/G unboxed (circa 80+) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 269 

A very large quantity of unboxed
mostly TRI-ANG TT gauge
coaches, all in brown/cream livery -
F/G unboxed (circa 50+) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 270 

An extremely large removals box
filled with TT gauge track - G
(unboxed) 

Estimate: £20 to £40 
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Lot 271 

A large quantity of vintage
transformers and controllers - F/G
(unboxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 272 

A large box of TT gauge track, 4 x
boxes/crates - G (unboxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £20 to £40 

Lot 273 

A large quantity of TRI-ANG TT
gauge catalogues, price lists and
other paperwork - G (Q) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 274 

A very large quantity of unboxed
mostly TRI-ANG TT gauge wagons
- F/G unboxed (circa 80+) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 275 

A very large quantity of unboxed
mostly TRI-ANG TT gauge
coaches, in various liveries - F/G
unboxed (circa 50+) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 276 

A group of kitbuilt whitemetal TT
gauge steam locomotives, mostly
on TRI-ANG chassis, mostly GWR
outline together with a surplus of
tenders (some original TRI-ANG
plastic bodied) - F/G unboxed (8
locos with 17 tenders) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 277 

A group of unboxed TRI-ANG TT
gauge steam locomotives
comprising 7x 'Windsor Castle', 3x
'Tintagel Castle' and a 'Morning
Star' Britannia class - F/G unboxed
(11 locos with tenders) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 278 

A group of unboxed TRI-ANG TT
gauge small steam tank locos
together with a diesel shunter - F/G
unboxed (8) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 279 

A group of unboxed TRI-ANG TT
gauge small steam tank locos
together with two diesel shunters -
F/G unboxed (10) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 280 

A very large quantity of unboxed
mostly TRI-ANG TT gauge
coaches, all in maroon livery - F/G
unboxed (circa 50+) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 
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Lot 281 

A group of 1:87 scale plastic cars,
vans and lorries mostly by IGRA -
VG/E in VG boxes (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 282 

A group of 1:87 scale plastic cars,
vans and lorries mostly by IGRA -
VG/E in VG boxes (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 283 

A VEB Eastern German S scale
(1:64) passenger train set. This
rare survivor from the late 1950s /
early 1960s comprises a plastic
bodied loco and tinplate carriages -
VG in G box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 284 

A rare Czechoslovakian KARL
GEWIS HO scale 'Silver Arrow' train
set, dating from the early 1950s
comprising a freelance double
decker railcar with trailer. Pre-war
GEWIS had a production
arrangement with TRIX so these
sets are very heavily influenced in
that style - G/VG (some plastic
distortion commensurate with age)
in G/VG box 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 285 

A large quantity of HORNBY ACHO
HO gauge accessory kits including
signalling equipment, bridges and
level crossings in original boxes -
G/VG in F/G boxes (10) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 286 

A group of American outline HO
gauge diesel locomotives by
BACHMANN/SPECTRUM and
ATHEARN in various liveries - G/VG
in G boxes (3) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 287 

A LILIPUT HO gauge L350115
Swiss outline Gottardbahn Epoch 1
4 coach passenger set together
with a MEHANO modern image
'Interfrigo' triple wagon set - VG/E
in VG boxes (2) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 288 

A pair of ROCO HO gauge
locomotives comprising a BR18
class steam loco in DR green and a
BR181 electric in DB blue/cream -
G/VG in G/VG boxes (2) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 289 

A group of 1:87 scale plastic cars
and lorries comprising cars by
RIETZE for AUDI and a quantity of
Budvar/Budweiser vintage lorries
by unknown manufacturer - VG/E
in VG boxes (33) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 290 

A group of 1:87 scale plastic cars,
vans and lorries mostly by IGRA -
VG/E in VG boxes (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 
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Lot 291 

A pair of SPECTRUM American
outline HO gauge steam
locomotives comprising USRA
Light and Heavy Mountain
examples both re-lettered for the
Baltimore and Ohio railroad - G/VG
in G boxes (2) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 292 

A SPECTRUM American outline HO
gauge EMC Doodlebug railcar in
Rock Island livery together with a
group of unboxed kitbuilt coaches
in 'Southern Pacific' livery by
ATHEARN or similar - G/VG in F/G
box where boxed (1 railcar + 6
coaches in unrelated set box) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 293 

A pair of American and Canadian
outline HO gauge diesel
locomotives by BACHMANN and
ATLAS - VG in G/VG boxes (2) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 294 

A pair of SPECTRUM American
outline HO gauge USRA Light
Mountain steam locomotives
comprising examples in Frisco and
New Haven liveries - VG in VG
boxes (2) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 295 

An ATHEARN American outline HO
gauge F7A diesel locomotive pair
together with a group of
WALTHERS Budd and Amfleet
coaches all in Amtrak Phase 3
livery - VG in G/VG boxes (5) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 296 

A BROADWAY LIMITED IMPORTS
HO gauge GG1 electric locomotive
in Pennsylvania silver livery, DCC
Sound fitted, handbuilt brass from
Korea - VG/E in VG box 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 297 

A LILIPUT HO gauge 144 51 Swiss
Outline NPZ 2-car EMU in SBB 2
tone green livery - VG in G/VG box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 298 

A BRAWA HO gauge 0710 BR643
class 'Talent' 3-car DMU in DB
red/grey livery - VG in G/VG box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 299 

A large group of DAPOL boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (48) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 300 

A group of DAPOL boxed OO
gauge coaches in BR maroon livery
- VG in G/VG boxes (17) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 
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Lot 301 

A group of BACHMANN boxed OO
gauge wagons including some
limited editions - VG/E in G/VG
boxes (23) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 302 

A group of BACHMANN boxed OO
gauge wagons including some
limited editions - VG/E in G/VG
boxes (23) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 303 

A large group of DAPOL boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (36) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 304 

A large group of DAPOL boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (39) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 305 

A mixed group of OO gauge
wagons and wagon packs by
HORNBY, BACHMANN and
REPLICA - VG in G/VG boxes (24
wagons in 20 boxes) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 306 

A group of OO gauge wagons by
AIRFIX and MAINLINE - VG in G/VG
boxes (26) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 307 

A group of OO gauge coaches by
AIRFIX and MAINLINE in various
liveries - VG in G/VG boxes (20) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 308 

A large group of MAINLINE boxed
OO gauge wagons of various types
- VG in G/VG boxes (48) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 309 

A group of DAPOL boxed OO
gauge wagons including mostly
limited editions - VG/E in G/VG
boxes (27) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 310 

A very large group of HORNBY
boxed OO gauge wagons of
various types - G/VG in G/VG
boxes (64) 

Estimate: £100 to £200 
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Lot 311 

A very large group of HORNBY
boxed OO gauge wagons of
various types - G/VG in G/VG
boxes (60) 

Estimate: £100 to £200 

Lot 312 

A group of OO gauge steam
locomotives by REPLICA and
DAPOL, all in BR liveries - VG in
G/VG boxes (5) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 313 

A group of OO gauge steam
locomotives by REPLICA and
AIRFIX, all in BR liveries - VG in
G/VG boxes (4) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 314 

A large group of MAINLINE boxed
OO gauge wagons of various types
- VG in G/VG boxes (42) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 315 

A group of BACHMANN boxed OO
gauge wagons including some
limited editions, some fitted with
NEM buckeye couplings - VG/E in
G/VG boxes (24) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 316 

A group of BACHMANN boxed OO
gauge wagons including some
limited editions, some fitted with
NEM buckeye couplings - VG/E in
G/VG boxes (24) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 317 

A group of BACHMANN boxed OO
gauge wagons mostly BR standard
types - VG/E in VG boxes (16) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 318 

A group of BACHMANN boxed OO
gauge wagons mostly BR standard
types - VG/E in VG boxes (16) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 319 

A group of BACHMANN boxed OO
gauge wagons mostly BR standard
types - VG/E in VG boxes (16) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 320 

A group of LIMA OO gauge class
73 Electro-Diesel locomotives in
various liveries (some duplication
noted) - G/VG in G/VG boxes (7) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 
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Lot 321 

A group of LIMA OO gauge class
37 diesel locomotives in various
liveries to include a limited edition
twin pack - G/VG in F/VG boxes (6
locos in 5 boxes) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 322 

A group of LIMA OO gauge class
26 and 31 diesel locomotives in
various liveries - G/VG in G/VG
boxes (5) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 323 

A group of LIMA OO gauge class
50 diesel locomotives in various
liveries together with a class 73 ED
and a class 92 electric - G/VG in
F/VG boxes (6) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 324 

A group of LIMA OO gauge class
47 diesel locomotives in various
liveries together with a class 59
diesel in ARC livery - G/VG in F/VG
boxes (8) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 325 

A group of LIMA OO gauge class
47 diesel locomotives in various
liveries - G/VG in F/VG boxes (7) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 326 

A group of LIMA OO gauge class
47 diesel locomotives in various
liveries - G/VG in F/VG boxes (8) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 327 

A group of HORNBY OO gauge
steam locomotives, all in Big Four
liveries - G/VG in P/G boxes (8) 

Estimate: £100 to £200 

Lot 328 

A pair of HORNBY (China) OO
gauge Castle class steam
locomotives in Great Western
livery comprising 'Tintagel Castle'
(front bogie Noted as detached)
and 'Kenilworth Castle' - G/VG in G
boxes (2) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 329 

A pair of HORNBY OO gauge steam
locomotives comprising 'Exeter'
and 'Cranleigh' both in Southern
Railway liveries - G/VG in G boxes
(2) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 330 

A group of HORNBY OO gauge
steam locomotives all in LMS
black livery comprising 2x class 2P
and a Stanier class 4P tank - VG in
G boxes (3) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 
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Lot 331 

A group of HORNBY OO gauge
Schools class steam locomotives
comprising 2x Repton, Eton,
Cranleigh and St. Lawrence, all in
Southern Railway livery - VG in
G/VG boxes (5) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 332 

A pair of HORNBY OO gauge steam
locomotives comprising 'Princess
Arthur of Connaught' and 'E,C.
Trench' both in LMS maroon livery -
VG in G/VG boxes (2) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 333 

A HORNBY R2728 OO gauge Royal
Scot class steam locomotive in BR
green livery 'Royal Inniskilling
Fusilier' - VG in VG box 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 334 

A pair of HORNBY (China) OO
gauge steam locomotives in Great
Western livery comprising
'Hardwick Grange' (nameplate
missing) and 'County of Bedford' -
G/VG in G boxes (2) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 335 

A pair of HORNBY (China) OO
gauge Castle class steam
locomotives in BR green livery
comprising 'Sarum Castle' and
'Hampden' - VG in G/VG boxes (2) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 336 

A group of BACHMANN OO gauge
limited edition triple wagon packs
together with a pair of bogie well
wagons - VG in G/VG boxes (17
wagons in 7 boxes) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 337 

A group of BACHMANN boxed OO
gauge coaches in various liveries,
some fitted with NEM buckeye
couplings - VG/E in G/VG boxes
(11) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 338 

A pair of HORNBY (China) OO
gauge steam locomotives
comprising a class Q1 and a
Drummond 700 class both in
Southern Railway black livery - VG
in G/VG boxes (2) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 339 

A pair of HORNBY (China) OO
gauge Schools class steam
locomotives comprising 'Dulwich'
and 'Eastbourne', both in Southern
Railway livery - VG in G/VG boxes
(2) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 340 

A group of HORNBY OO gauge
steam locomotives in various
liveries - VG in G/VG boxes (4) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 
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Lot 341 

A pair of HORNBY (China) OO
gauge steam locomotives
comprising a class Q1 in BR black
and an N15 class 'Sir Harry Le Fise
Lake' in BR green livery - VG in
G/VG boxes (2) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 342 

A group of WRENN boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (19) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 343 

A group of WRENN boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (19) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 344 

A group of WRENN boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (19) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 345 

A group of WRENN boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (19) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 346 

A group of WRENN boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (19) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 347 

A group of WRENN boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (18) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 348 

A group of WRENN boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (19) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 349 

A group of WRENN boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (19) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 350 

A group of HORNBY OO gauge
steam locomotives, all in LNER
liveries - G/VG in F/G boxes (7) 

Estimate: £100 to £200 
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Lot 351 

A group of BACHMANN boxed OO
gauge wagons comprising various
types - VG/E in VG boxes (18) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 352 

A group of BACHMANN boxed OO
gauge wagons comprising various
types - VG/E in VG boxes (16) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 353 

A large group of AIRFIX boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (48) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 354 

A large group of HORNBY boxed
OO gauge wagons of various types
including hoppers and Freightliners
- G/VG in F/G boxes (31) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 355 

A group of HORNBY boxed OO
gauge Maunsell coaches in
Southern Railway green liveries -
G/VG in G boxes (12) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 356 

A large group of MAINLINE boxed
OO gauge coaches in BR, LMS and
GWR liveries - VG in G/VG boxes
(27) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 357 

A group of MAINLINE boxed OO
gauge coaches, vans and wagon -
VG in G/VG boxes (17) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 358 

A large group of AIRFIX boxed OO
gauge coaches in BR, LMS and
GWR liveries - VG in G/VG boxes
(17) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 359 

A group of OO gauge steam
locomotives by REPLICA, LIMA and
AIRFIX, all in GWR liveries - G/VG in
F/G boxes (7) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 360 

A group of OO gauge steam
locomotives by HORNBY, all in BR
liveries - G/VG in G/VG boxes (5) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 
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Lot 361 

A group of OO gauge steam
locomotives by MAINLINE and
AIRFIX, all in LMS black livery -
G/VG in G boxes (5) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 362 

A group of OO gauge steam
locomotives by MAINLINE, all in BR
green and black livery - G/VG in
F/G boxes (5) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 363 

A group of OO gauge class 45
diesel locomotives by MAINLINE
and REPLICA, all in BR blue livery,
some duplication noted, together
with a DAPOL class 56 in
Railfreight Sector livery - G/VG in G
boxes (6) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 364 

A pair of BACHMANN OO gauge
steam locomotives comprising a
Rebuilt Scot 'The North
Staffordshire Regiment' in BR
green and a class D11 'Haystoun
of Bucklaw' in BR black - VG in
G/VG boxes (2) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 365 

A group of OO gauge steam
locomotives by BACHMANN, in BR
and LNER liveries - G/VG (one
noted as renumbered/logo
removed) in G/VG boxes (5) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 366 

A group of OO gauge Southern
region steam locomotives by
BACHMANN, in BR and SR liveries -
G/VG (one duplicate noted) in
G/VG boxes (4) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 367 

A group of OO gauge steam
locomotives by BACHMANN, in BR
green and black liveries - G/VG in
G/VG boxes (5) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 368 

A group of OO gauge steam
locomotives by BACHMANN, in BR
green and black liveries - G/VG in
G/VG boxes (5) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 369 

A large group of DAPOL boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (42) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 370 

A large group of DAPOL boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (43) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 
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Lot 371 

A group of WRENN boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (20) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 372 

A group of WRENN boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (20) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 373 

A group of WRENN boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (19) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 374 

A group of WRENN boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (19) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 375 

A group of WRENN boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (19) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 376 

A large group of LIMA OO gauge
boxed coaches, vans and wagons -
G/VG in G boxes (26) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 377 

A mixed group of OO gauge
coaches by HORNBY and
BACHMANN, mostly BR examples -
VG in G/VG boxes (12) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 378 

A BACHMANN 31-003 OO gauge
Robinson class 04 steam
locomotive in LNER black
numbered 6190 - VG/E in VG box 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 379 

A HORNBY R3412 OO gauge class
S15 steam locomotive in BR early
black livery numbered 30842 -
VG/E in VG box 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 380 

A pair of HORNBY OO gauge Royal
Scot class steam locomotives
comprising 'The Rifle Brigade'
(DCC fitted) and 'Black Watch' both
in BR green livery - VG in G/VG
boxes (2) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 
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Lot 381 

A pair of HORNBY OO gauge steam
locomotives comprising
'Helmingham Hall' (still factory
sealed) in BR green and Castle
class 'Wellington' in GWR green
livery - VG in G/VG boxes (2) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 382 

A group of HORNBY OO gauge
steam locomotives in LMS and
GWR liveries - G/VG in F/G boxes
(3) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 383 

A group of BACHMANN OO gauge
steam locomotives in BR, LMS and
GWR liveries - G/VG in G boxes (3) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 384 

A group of HORNBY buildings and
accessories including Skaledale
examples, boxed and unboxed -
VG/E in G/VG boxes where boxed
(Q) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 385 

A group of HORNBY buildings and
accessories including Skaledale
examples, boxed or in original
packets - VG/E in G/VG boxes (Q) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 386 

A pair of SILVER FOX OO gauge
class 128 Gloucester diesel parcel
railcars, both resin bodies on RTR
chassis, comprising an example in
Royal Mail red on a Lima chassis in
original Lima box together with a
BR blue example on a HORNBY
chassis in a Silver Fox box - VG in
G/VG boxes (2) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 387 

An interesting group of OO gauge
rolling stock by BACHMANN and
HORNBY making up a Fisons
weedkilling train, comprising 4x
BACHMANN Mark 1 coaches
adapted with Hurst Models
conversion kits and 3x HORNBY
tank wagons, all repainted to a
professional standard in the green
livery used by the train in the early
1990s. Just a pair of Hunslet
Barclay liveried class 20 diesels
needed to complete the train! - VG
in G boxes (7) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 388 

A group of WRENN boxed OO
gauge Pullman coaches and
wagons of various types - VG in
G/VG boxes (16) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 389 

A group of WRENN boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (21) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 390 

A group of WRENN boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (21) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 
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Lot 391 

A group of WRENN boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (22) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 392 

A group of LIMA OO gauge Mark 1
coaches in various liveries - VG in
G boxes (12) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 393 

A group of BACHMANN OO gauge
diesel locomotives comprising
classes 25, 42 and 46, all in BR
green livery - VG in G/VG boxes (3) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 394 

A group of OO gauge steam
locomotives by BACHMANN, in BR
and LNER liveries - G/VG in G/VG
boxes (4) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 395 

A group of BACHMANN OO gauge
steam locomotives in BR and SR
liveries - G/VG in G boxes (3) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 396 

A group of WRENN boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (20) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 397 

A very large group of HORNBY
boxed OO gauge wagons of
various types - G/VG in G/VG
boxes (47) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 398 

A group of DAPOL boxed OO
gauge wagons including mostly
limited editions - VG/E in G/VG
boxes (20) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 399 

A group of DAPOL boxed OO
gauge wagons including mostly
limited editions - VG/E in G/VG
boxes (21) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 400 

A group of BACHMANN boxed OO
gauge wagons including some
limited editions - VG/E in G/VG
boxes (18) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 
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Lot 401 

A group of BACHMANN OO gauge
limited edition triple wagon packs -
VG in VG boxes (5) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 402 

A group of BACHMANN OO gauge
limited edition triple wagon packs -
VG in VG boxes (6) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 403 

A group of HORNBY OO gauge
double and triple wagon packs -
VG in VG boxes (8) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 404 

A group of WRENN boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (20) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 405 

A group of WRENN boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (20) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 406 

A group of BACHMANN boxed OO
gauge wagons including some
limited editions - VG/E in G/VG
boxes (18) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 407 

A group of BACHMANN boxed OO
gauge wagons - VG/E in G/VG
boxes (19) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 408 

A group of BACHMANN boxed OO
gauge wagons including some
limited editions - VG/E in G/VG
boxes (18) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 409 

A large group of HORNBY boxed
OO gauge wagons of various types
- G/VG in G/VG boxes (38) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 410 

A group of DAPOL boxed OO
gauge wagons including mostly
limited editions - VG/E in G/VG
boxes (18) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 
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Lot 411 

A group of DAPOL boxed OO
gauge wagons including mostly
limited editions - VG/E in G/VG
boxes (18) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 412 

A group of LIMA OO gauge diesel
locomotives comprising examples
of classes 20, 31, 50 and 73 - VG in
G/VG boxes (6) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 413 

A group of LIMA OO gauge diesel
and electric locomotives
comprising examples of classes
31, 59, 60, 67 and 92 - VG in G/VG
boxes (6) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 414 

A group of LIMA OO gauge class
47 diesel locomotives in various
liveries - VG in G/VG boxes (one
incorrect box noted) (6) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 415 

A group of LIMA OO gauge class
37 diesel locomotives in various
liveries - VG in G/VG boxes (6) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 416 

A group of LIMA OO gauge class
47 diesel locomotives in various
liveries - VG in G/VG boxes (one
incorrect box noted) (7) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 417 

A group of LIMA OO gauge class
37 diesel locomotives in Railfreight
Sector liveries (one duplicate
noted) - VG in G/VG boxes (6) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 418 

A group of LIMA OO gauge class
40 diesel locomotives in various
liveries - VG in G/VG boxes (5) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 419 

A group of LIMA OO gauge class
37 diesel locomotives in various
liveries (one duplicate noted) - VG
in G/VG boxes (6) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 420 

A group of LIMA OO gauge diesel
and electric locomotives
comprising examples of classes
31 and 37 all in Regional Railways
or Intercity Swallow liveries - VG in
G/VG boxes (5) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 
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Lot 421 

A DAPOL OO gauge limited edition
Terrier class steam tank
locomotive in Southern Green
livery numbered 2655 #30 of 100 -
VG in G/VG box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 422 

A group of BACHMANN boxed OO
gauge wagons including some
limited editions - VG/E in G/VG
boxes (20) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 423 

A group of WRENN boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (21) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 424 

A group of WRENN boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (22) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 425 

A group of DAPOL boxed OO
gauge wagons including mostly
limited editions - VG/E in G/VG
boxes (18) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 426 

A group of WRENN boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (22) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 427 

A group of WRENN boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (22) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 428 

A group of HORNBY and LIMA OO
gauge steam locomotives in BR
liveries together with one which
has been repainted into LNER
black - G/VG in G boxes (6) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 429 

A group of OO gauge steam
locomotives by HORNBY,
MAINLINE and DAPOL in GWR, SR
and LNER liveries - G/VG in G
boxes (6) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 430 

A group of OO gauge LMS steam
locomotives by HORNBY and
AIRFIX in black and maroon
liveries - VG in G/VG boxes (4) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 
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Lot 431 

A group of HORNBY OO gauge
diesel and electric locomotives -
G/VG in F/G boxes (5) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 432 

A group of HORNBY OO gauge
steam locomotives in BR black and
green liveries - VG in F/G boxes (6) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 433 

A group of OO gauge LMS steam
locomotives by HORNBY,
MAINLINE and AIRFIX in black and
maroon liveries - VG in F/VG boxes
(5) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 434 

A group of OO gauge small steam
tank locos by DAPOL and
MAINLINE in various liveries -
G/VG in P/G boxes (7) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 435 

A group of DAPOL boxed OO
gauge wagons including mostly
limited editions - VG/E in G/VG
boxes (17) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 436 

A group of OO gauge steam
locomotives by BACHMANN and
HORNBY all in LNER black livery -
VG in G boxes (4) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 437 

A group of DAPOL boxed OO
gauge wagons including mostly
limited editions - VG/E in G/VG
boxes (18) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 438 

A group of WRENN OO gauge
steam locomotives comprising an
0-6-2 tank and class 8F in BR black
together with 2 x class 8F in LMS
black livery - G in F/G boxes (4) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 439 

A DAPOL OO gauge class 155
2-car Sprinter DMU in WYPTE
red/cream livery together with a
HORNBY 2-car diesel railcar in BR
green - G/VG in G/VG boxes (2) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 440 

A group of HORNBY OO gauge
steam locomotives comprising
'Windsor Lad', 'County of
Gloucester' and a Battle of Britain
class renamed as '46 Squadron' -
G/VG in G/VG boxes (3) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 
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Lot 441 

A mixed group of OO gauge small
steam locomotives and rolling
stock by HORNBY and others -
F/VG in generally G boxes (where
boxed) (9) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 442 

A group of BACHMANN OO gauge
steam locomotives in BR black and
green liveries - G/VG in G boxes (4)

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 443 

A group of BACHMANN OO gauge
steam locomotives in BR black and
green liveries - G/VG in G boxes (4)

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 444 

A group of BACHMANN OO gauge
steam locomotives in LMS, BR and
LNER liveries - G/VG in G boxes (4)

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 445 

A group of OO gauge steam locos
by BACHMANN, DAPOL, MAINLINE
and HORNBY all in various BR
liveries - G/VG in generally G boxes
(5) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 446 

A mixed group of OO gauge diesel
locos by LIMA, HORNBY and
DAPOL - G/VG in F/G boxes (6) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 447 

A mixed group of OO / HO gauge
rolling stock by LIMA, BACHMANN
and others - G in F/G boxes (39) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 448 

A group of MAINLINE OO gauge
wagons of various types - G/VG in
G boxes (34) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 449 

A mixed group of OO gauge diesel
locos by various manufacturers all
repainted, weathered or in
incorrect boxes together with a
spare chassis - F/G in generally G
boxes (where boxed) (12) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 450 

A mixed group of OO gauge rolling
stock by REPLICA, BACHMANN
and others - G/VG in F/G boxes
(20) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 
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Lot 451 

A large group of HORNBY OO
gauge passenger coaches in
various liveries - G/VG in F/G
boxes (44) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 452 

A large group of OO gauge
HORNBY wagons - G/VG in
generally G boxes (34) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 453 

A large quantity of OO gauge
accessory packs including etched
name plates, white metal
accessories and posters and signs
- VG (mostly sealed in original
packets )(Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 454 

A quantity of OO gauge kits and
accessories by various
manufacturers, mostly in original
packets - G/VG in G packets (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 455 

A large quantity of OO gauge
unboxed passenger coaches by
various manufacturers (some A/F)
- F/G (unboxed) (48) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 456 

A mixed group of OO gauge boxed
and unboxed rolling stock by
HORNBY and others - F/VG in F/G
boxes (where boxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 457 

A group of mixed OO gauge
unboxed passenger coaches by
various manufacturers - G
(unboxed) (28) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 458 

A mixed group of OO gauge locos
and rolling stock by various
manufacturers - generally G
(unboxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 459 

A mixed group of unboxed OO
gauge coaches and other rolling
stock by various manufacturers -
generally G (unboxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 460 

A group of WRENN boxed OO
gauge wagons of various types -
VG in G/VG boxes (22) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 
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Lot 461 

A HORNBY OO gauge R2371M
'Coronation Scot' train pack - VG/E
in VG box 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 462 

A HORNBY OO gauge R2369 'The
Golden Arrow' train pack, one
smoke deflector detached from
loco but present - VG in VG box 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 463 

A HORNBY DUBLO OO gauge 2245
2-rail AL-1 electric locomotive
numbered E3002 - G/VG in F/G box

Estimate: £150 to £250 

Lot 464 

A HORNBY DUBLO 3250/4150
3-rail OO gauge BR(S) Electric
Motor Coach with Driving Trailer 2
car EMU in green livery - G/VG in
G/VG boxes (motor coach in Tony
Cooper repro box) (2) 

Estimate: £100 to £150 

Lot 465 

A pair of HORNBY DUBLO 3-rail OO
gauge steam locomotives
comprising a 2-6-4 tank and
'Dorchester' (in Tony Cooper repro
box) - G in G boxes (2) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 466 

A HORNBY DUBLO 'Neverwazza'
OO gauge HD5CM Coal Merchant's
Accessory Set, together with a pair
of unused flatpacked boxes for the
Neverwazza 4681 Regent tank
wagons as issued by Coopertrains
- VG/E in VG box where boxed (3) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 467 

A pair of HORNBY DUBLO
'Neverwazza' OO gauge passenger
coaches comprising a 4079 full
brake coach (in incorrect
Neverwazza 4072 box) and a 4072
restaurant car, both in SR livery by
Mel Cammish, together with a
group of original Dublo coaches
and vans - VG in G boxes (7) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 468 

A HORNBY DUBLO 'Neverwazza'
OO gauge 2-rail 2 car Suburban
EMU in LMR maroon livery
presented as part of an original
2050 Dublo suburban train set - VG
in F/G box 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 469 

A large quantity of mostly boxed
HORNBY DUBLO OO gauge 2-rail
track and accessories - G/VG in
F/G boxes (Q) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 470 

A group of OXFORD DIECAST
mostly 1:76 scale vehicles in
original boxes, together with a
WIKING N gauge lorry - VG in G/VG
boxes (18) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 
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Lot 471 

A HORNBY OO gauge Marks &
Spencer 2004 limited edition
'Evening Star' train set, still factory
sealed - E in VG/E box 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 472 

A HORNBY OO gauge Marks &
Spencer limited edition 'The Royal
Train' train set, appears unused
and complete - E in VG/E box 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 473 

A HORNBY OO gauge Marks &
Spencer limited edition 'Venice
Simplon-Orient-Express, British
Pullman' train set, still factory
sealed - E in VG/E box 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 474 

A HORNBY R1038 OO gauge
'Orient Express' premium boxed set
comprising a Merchant Navy Class
steam locomotive 'United States
Lines', three Pullman Cars, track,
controller etc - appears unused
and complete - VG/E in VG/E box 

Estimate: £150 to £250 

Lot 475 

A group of 1:76 scale diecast
vehicles by OXFORD DIECAST,
LLEDO TRACKSIDE and others - VG
in G/VG boxes (19) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 476 

A HORNBY R2987 OO gauge
Brighton Belle 1934 2-car EMU
pack together with R4512/3/4 set
of 3 trailer cars to make up a full 5
car train - VG/E in VG/E boxes (4) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 477 

A pair of OO gauge steam
locomotives comprising a
HORNBY 'Britannia' together with a
WRENN class 8F in BR black -
G/VG in F/G boxes (2) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 478 

A group of boxed and unboxed OO
gauge steam locomotives by
HORNBY and AIRFIX - G/VG in G
boxes where boxed (5) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 479 

A group of boxed and unboxed OO
gauge steam locomotives by
HORNBY all in LNER green livery -
G/VG in G boxes where boxed (4) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 480 

A group of OO gauge steam
locomotives by HORNBY all in LMS
maroon livery, Duchess of
Sutherland duplicated - G/VG in
F/G boxes (3) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 
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Lot 481 

A pair of HORNBY OO gauge Battle
of Britain class steam locomotives
comprising 'Spitfire' and a similar
example renamed as 'Fighter Pilot'
using the included transfers and
with Golden Arrow boards added -
VG in G boxes (2) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 482 

A HORNBY OO gauge class A4
steam locomotive in LNER blue
'Seagull' in original box together
with a similar unboxed example
'Silver Fox' in LNER grey - G/VG in
G box where boxed (2) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 483 

A HORNBY R2339 OO gauge class
A4 steam locomotive in LNER blue
'Mallard' - VG/E in VG box 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 484 

A WRENN W3006/7 OO gauge
Brighton Belle 2 car EMU together
with an additional pair of Pullman
cars - VG in G/VG boxes (3) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 485 

A pair of LIMA OO gauge GWR
railcars comprising passenger and
parcel versions - VG in G boxes (2) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 486 

A group of HORNBY OO gauge
rolling stock comprising an
unboxed Coronation class steam
locomotive 'Queen Mary' together
with boxed and unboxed matching
Coronation Scot coaches, all in
LMS blue livery - VG in G boxes
where boxed (8) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 487 

A HORNBY R4177 OO gauge 'The
Caledonian' add-on triple coach
pack - VG/E in VG box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 488 

A HORNBY R2306 OO gauge 'The
Caledonian' train pack comprising
a Duchess class steam locomotive
and three coaches - VG/E in VG
box 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 489 

A HORNBY R4197 OO gauge 'The
Royal Train' add-on triple coach
pack - VG/E in VG box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 490 

A HORNBY R2370 OO gauge 'The
Royal Train' train pack comprising
a Duchess class steam locomotive
and three coaches - VG/E in VG
box 

Estimate: £60 to £80 
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Lot 491 

A HORNBY R4196 OO gauge 'The
Golden Arrow' add-on triple
Pullman car pack - VG/E in VG box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 492 

A HORNBY R2369 OO gauge 'The
Golden Arrow' train pack
comprising a Battle of Britain class
steam locomotive and three
Pullman cars - VG/E in VG box 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 493 

A HORNBY R4169 OO gauge
'Bournemouth Belle' add-on triple
Pullman car pack - VG/E in VG box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 494 

A HORNBY R2300 OO gauge
'Bournemouth Belle' train pack
comprising a Merchant Navy class
steam locomotive and three
Pullman cars - VG/E in VG box 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 495 

A HORNBY R775 OO gauge GWR
150th Anniversary train set
comprising a King class steam
locomotive, coaches and track,
appears unused with limited
edition certificate - VG in VG box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 496 

A group of HORNBY and TRI-ANG
OO gauge building kits/sets
comprising a R81 Station Set, a
R191 Coaling Stage and a R195
Electrically Operated Lifting Bridge,
all appear complete - VG in F/G
boxes (3) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 497 

A TRIANG OO gauge RHX
Transcontinental train set together
with a pair of additional boxed
coaches - G in F/G boxes (3) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 498 

A group of OO gauge boxed and
unboxed wagons by HORNBY,
MAINLINE and others - G/VG in
F/G boxes (where boxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 499 

A quantity of OO gauge boxed and
unboxed passenger coaches by
HORNBY - G/VG in generally G
boxes (where boxed) (23) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 500 

A large quantity of OO gauge
model railway accessories and
track to include a Zero 1 control
system - F/G in F/G boxes (where
boxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 
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Lot 501 

A WRENN W6101C OO gauge
limited edition Pullman car
numbered 83 - VG in VG box 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 502 

A WRENN W2302A OO gauge
Coronation Class streamlined
locomotive 'Duchess of Rutland' in
LMS maroon, together with an
original WRENN spare set of lining
transfers with a Basildon
compliment slip. Box lid has some
damage to one side, stamped to
base of box 'packer number
3/61042' - VG in F/VG box 

Estimate: £800 to £1200 

Lot 503 

A WRENN W2301 OO gauge
Coronation Class streamlined
locomotive 'Queen Elizabeth ' in
LMS blue - stamped to base of box
'packer number 3/10443' - VG in
VG box 

Estimate: £400 to £600 

Lot 504 

A WRENN W2294 OO gauge
Duchess Class steam locomotive
'Duchess of Abercorn' in LMS grey
livery - stamped to base of box
'packer number 2/90415' - VG in
VG box 

Estimate: £500 to £700 

Lot 505 

A WRENN W2302 OO gauge
Coronation Class streamlined
locomotive 'King George VI ' in
LMS maroon - stamped to base of
box 'packer number 3/01506' - VG
in VG box 

Estimate: £350 to £450 

Lot 506 

A mixed group of OO gauge model
railways to include AIRFIX coaches
together with track, people and
accessories by various
manufacturers - G/VG in G boxes
(where boxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 507 

A large quantity of OO gauge
roiling stock and accessories by
HORNBY and others - F/VG in F/G
boxes where boxed (Q) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 508 

A HORNBY OO gauge Marks &
Spencer limited edition 'The Flying
Scotsman' premium boxed set
comprising a class A3 steam
locomotive 'Flying Scotsman' in BR
blue, three coaches, track,
controller etc - appears little used
and complete - VG/E in VG/E box 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 509 

A HORNBY R1048 OO gauge 'The
Western Pullman' train set
comprising a Castle class steam
locomotive, coaches and track,
appears little used and complete -
VG/E in G/VG box 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 510 

A HORNBY R1134 OO gauge 'Virgin
Trains Pendolino' train set
comprising a 4-car train and track,
appears little used and complete -
VG/E in F/G box 

Estimate: £50 to £70 
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Lot 511 

A HORNBY R1132 OO gauge 'The
Southern Star' train set comprising
a steam loco, wagons, coach and
track, appears little used and
complete - VG/E in G box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 512 

A BACHMANN 31-025 OO gauge 3
car class 166 Networker DMU in
Network South East livery - VG in
generally G box, some tears to end
flaps 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 513 

A quantity of OO gauge rolling
stock by HORNBY and others - F/G,
unboxed (Q) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 514 

A BACHMANN OO gauge class 03
diesel shunter in BR green together
with a selection of BACHMANN
and REPLICA rolling stock - VG in
G/VG boxes (9) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 515 

A BACHMANN OO gauge boxed
class V2 steam locomotive
together with an unboxed HORNBY
'Duke of Gloucester', both in BR
green livery - G/VG in G box where
boxed (2) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 516 

A BACHMANN OO gauge boxed
class 9F steam locomotive in BR
black together with an unboxed
HORNBY class A4 'Seagull' in LNER
blue livery - G/VG in G box where
boxed (2) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 517 

A group of PECO OO gauge
Streamline insulfrog points and
crossings in original boxes - G/VG
in G boxes (17) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 518 

A large quantity of OO gauge
scenery and accessories including
point motors etc - G/VG in G
original packets where present (Q) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 519 

A large quantity of OO gauge
rolling stock by LIMA, HORNBY and
others to include a LIMA Intercity
125 train pack - F/VG in F/G boxes
where boxed (Q) 

Estimate: £80 to £120 

Lot 520 

A group of OO gauge controllers
(including H&M), track and
accessories - F/G unboxed (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 
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Lot 521 

A very large quantity of OO gauge
accessories, scenery etc - G/VG in
G packets where present (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 522 

A group of OO gauge rolling stock
by HORNBY, AIRFIX and others
together with an OXFORD DIECAST
low loader lorry with scrap engine
load in original box - G/VG in F/G
boxes where boxed (Q) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 523 

A group of TRI-ANG OO gauge
Transcontinental rolling stock
comprising a double ended diesel
and rake of coaches in blue/yellow
livery - G unboxed (9) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 524 

A group of unboxed HORNBY OO
gauge steam locomotives in
various liveries - G/VG unboxed (7) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 525 

A group of boxed and unboxed
HORNBY OO gauge diesel and
steam locomotives in various
liveries - G/VG in F boxes where
boxed (10) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 526 

A MORLEY CONTROLLERS OO
gauge 4-track Vortrak controller
together with two plug in hand
controllers, and instructions - VG
unboxed 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 527 

A group of HORNBY OO gauge
Intercity 125 power cars and
coaches in original blue/grey livery
- G/VG in F/G box where boxed
(12) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 528 

A large quantity of OO gauge track
together with a HORNBY turntable -
G unboxed (Q) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 529 

A WRENN OO gauge W4652P Low
Mac wagon in Auto Distributors
livery with car and caravan load -
VG in G box 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 530 

A WRENN OO gauge W2219 Class
4MT steam tank loco in LMS
maroon livery numbered 2679 - VG
in VG box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 
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Lot 531 

A WRENN OO gauge WHC500
Electronic Horn Control Set
including a TRI-ANG class 37
diesel locomotive - VG in G/VG box

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 532 

A WRENN OO gauge W2261 Royal
Scot steam locomotive in LMS
black livery 'Black Watch' - VG in
VG box (packer number 3 mark to
base) 

Estimate: £100 to £150 

Lot 533 

A WRENN OO Gauge W2412
streamlined West Country class
locomotive in BR green 'Seaton',
with plinth and plaque affixed but
no certificate or instructions. VG in
G-VG box with Packer no.2/90311
stamp to base 

Estimate: £250 to £350 

Lot 534 

A group of TRI-ANG OO gauge
unboxed Blue Pullman vehicles
comprising sets in original
blue/white (power car set part
boxed) and later grey/blue liveries -
G/VG in G part box / unboxed (11) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 535 

A group of unboxed OO gauge
coaches by FARISH, HORNBY and
others - G/VG unboxed (34) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 536 

A group of OO gauge steam
locomotives by HORNBY, AIRFIX
and TRI-ANG, all in BR livery - G/VG
in F/G boxes (3) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 537 

A group of boxed and unboxed OO
gauge steam locomotives by
HORNBY, one renumbered all in SR
livery - G/VG in G boxes/collectors
boxes (3) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 538 

A group of unboxed HORNBY OO
gauge diesel locomotives
comprising classes 37 and 47 in
various liveries - VG in G collectors
boxes (3) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 539 

A group of unboxed HORNBY OO
gauge steam locomotives
comprising classes A1, A3 and A4
in LNER liveries (one
renamed/renumbered) - VG in G
collectors boxes (3) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 540 

A group of unboxed HORNBY and
LIMA OO gauge steam
locomotives in GWR livery - VG in G
collectors boxes (2) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 
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Lot 541 

A group of unboxed HORNBY OO
gauge steam locomotives all in BR
black liveries - VG in G collectors
boxes (3) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 542 

A group of BEC-KITS OO gauge
tram motorising kits, as new - VG
in VG boxes (3) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 543 

A TRI-ANG OO gauge Caledonian
Single steam locomotive in CR
blue together with a pair of TRI-
ANG / HORNBY unboxed steam
locomotives in LMS livery - VG in G
boxes/collectors boxes (3) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 544 

A group of rarer WRENN wagons
comprising: W4630A, W5068,
W5073 and W5089 - VG in G/VG
boxes (4) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 545 

A group of rarer WRENN wagons
comprising: W4658X, W5066 and
W5104 - VG in G/VG boxes (3) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 546 

A HORNBY OO gauge class A4
steam locomotive in LNER grey
'Silver Fox' in original box together
with a group of unboxed matching
'Silver Jubilee' coaches in LNER
grey - G/VG in G box where boxed
(4) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 547 

A HORNBY OO gauge 2-car diesel
railcar in original box, together with
a group of boxed and unboxed
similar trailer coaches - G in F/G
boxes (5) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 548 

A pair of binders, the first
containing WRENN catalogues
from 1959 - 1988 and the second
with a group of reproduction train
related enamel signs - VG (2) 

Estimate: £20 to £40 

Lot 549 

A pair of HORNBY OO gauge diesel
locomotives comprising a class 08
and class 52 together with an
unboxed LIMA class 40 - G/VG in G
boxes/collectors box (3) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 550 

A pair of HORNBY OO gauge diesel
locomotives comprising a class 08
and class 31 together with an
unboxed class 52 - G in G
boxes/collectors box (3) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 
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Lot 551 

A group of HORNBY OO gauge
steam locomotives in LNER and
GWR liveries - G in G boxes (4) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 552 

A pair of boxed and unboxed
HORNBY OO gauge class 47 diesel
locomotives in BR Large Logo blue
livery together with a boxed LIMA
class 20 in similar livery - VG in G
boxes / collectors box (3) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 553 

A mixed group of HORNBY OO
gauge coaches in different liveries
- VG in G/VG boxes (10) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 554 

A group of OO gauge rolling stock
by HORNBY, BACHMANN and
others - G/VG in G boxes (20) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 555 

A pair of unboxed HORNBY DUBLO
3-rail OO gauge Duchess class
steam locomotives comprising
'City of London' and 'Duchess of
Montrose' - G in G collectors boxes
(2) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 556 

A group of HORNBY DUBLO 3-rail
OO gauge steam locomotives, one
in original box - G in G
box/collectors boxes (3) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 557 

A group of unboxed HORNBY
DUBLO 3-rail OO gauge steam
locomotives, to include a pair of
'Duchess of Atholl's - G in G
collectors boxes where present (3) 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 558 

A pair of unboxed HORNBY DUBLO
3-rail OO gauge class A4 steam
locomotives, comprising 'Silver
King' and 'Sir Nigel Gresley' - F/G in
G collectors boxes (2) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 559 

A pair of unboxed HORNBY DUBLO
2-rail OO gauge steam
locomotives, comprising a class
A4 'Golden Fleece' and a class 8F
in BR black - F/G in G collectors
boxes (2) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 560 

An unboxed HORNBY DUBLO 2-rail
OO gauge 2-6-4 tank loco
(renumbered) together with a pair
of boxed coaches - G in G
boxes/collectors boxes (3) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 
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Lot 561 

A group of OO gauge spare/as new
coach bodies for WRENN Pullman
cars and Brighton Belle sets and a
HORNBY Class 110 DMU and
Hymek diesel (coaches as listed in
photograph) - VG/E unboxed (11) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 562 

A pair of OO gauge buildings to
include a HELJAN synagogue
(plastic, unbuilt, appears complete)
and a LLEDO Trackside British
Railways depot (tinplate, with
vehicle, complete) - VG in G boxes
(2) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 563 

A WRENN OO gauge 2-6-4 steam
tank locomotive in Caledonian blue
livery together with a FARISH OO
gauge Black Five - F, unboxed (2) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 564 

A pair of WRENN OO gauge
Brighton Belle 2-car EMU sets, both
in blue/grey livery, unboxed - G/VG
unboxed (2) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 565 

A group of unboxed WRENN OO
gauge Pullman cars in
brown/cream comprising 'Hazel',
'Doris' and Car No.86 - VG unboxed
(3) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 566 

A very large quantity (3 crates) of
OO gauge kits, accessories,
scenery etc - G in G packets /
boxes where present 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 567 

A large group of TRI-ANG OO
gauge coaches and wagons,
mostly in original boxes, together
with an Operating Mail Coach Set
box filled with various items - G/VG
in generally G boxes (37) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 568 

A group of TRI-ANG OO gauge
steam and diesel locos in original
boxes - F/G in F/G boxes (4) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 569 

A TRI-ANG OO gauge Blue Pullman
4 car set together with a Suburban
EMU 4 car set, all individually
boxed - G in generally G boxes (8) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 570 

A group of TRI-ANG OO gauge
Station sets and buildings together
with a an engine shed and tunnel
of wooden construction - G in G
boxes where boxed (Q) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 
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Lot 571 

A HORNBY OO gauge 'Thomas and
Friends' series 'Toby' train set -
comprising Toby the tram engine,
wagons, track and accessories -
appears complete - G/VG in G box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 572 

A HORNBY OO gauge 'Thomas and
Friends' series 'Thomas and Percy'
train set - comprising Thomas
loco, Annie and Clarabel, Percy
loco, goods wagons, track and
accessories - appears complete -
G/VG in G box 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 573 

A HORNBY R1057 OO gauge 'The
Royal Train' train set - comprising
Princess Elizabeth loco, three
coaches, track and accessories -
appears complete - VG in G box 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 574 

A HORNBY R2452 OO gauge 'The
Talisman' triple add on coach pack
- VG/E in VG box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 575 

A group of mostly unboxed OO
gauge rolling stock by HORNBY,
LIMA and others - generally G
(unboxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 576 

A HORNBY Class 56 diesel
locomotive in Railfreight Coal
Sector livery in original box
together with an unboxed HORNBY
Intercity 125 4-car set in Swallow
Livery - VG in G box (where boxed)
(5) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 577 

A pair of OO gauge steam
locomotives comprising a
BACHMANN Class A4 'Mallard' in
LNER blue together with a
HORNBY Jinty - VG in F/G boxes
(2) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 578 

A group of HORNBY OO gauge
steam locomotives comprising a
boxed Class Q1 in BR black and a
pair of unboxed locos - VG in G box
(where boxed) (3) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 579 

A group of boxed OO gauge rolling
stock by HORNBY and
BACHMANN - VG in G/VG boxes
(14) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 580 

A group of HORNBY OO gauge
Skaledale buildings together with
various kits and accessories by
multiple manufacturers - VG in
G/VG boxes (Q) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 
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Lot 581 

A large quantity of OO gauge track,
controllers, point motors and other
accessories - G (mostly unboxed)
(Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 582 

A HORNBY R3185 OO gauge
Hitachi Class 395 4-car 'Javelin'
EMU in South Eastern blue livery
'Sir Chris Hoy' - VG in G/VG box 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 583 

A HELJAN OO gauge 2601 class
26 diesel locomotive in BR green
livery - VG/E in VG box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 584 

A BACHMANN 32-383 OO gauge
class 37/4 diesel locomotive in
Railfreight Petroleum livery 'David
Lloyd George' - VG in VG box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 585 

A rare CRESCENT TOYS 2135 OO
gauge Railway Signals set
comprising footbridge, five
separate signals, a signal gantry
and loading gauge in original box -
set is missing 4 x people and a
running in board but has paper
labels present for the running in
board - set is unstrung but in
original box. An example of this
can be seen at the Brighton Toy
and Model Museum - G in G box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 586 

A HORNBY R775 OO gauge GWR
150th Anniversary train set
comprising a King class steam
locomotive, coaches and track,
appears to have had little use, but
missing 2 x sections of straight
track - complete with limited
edition certificate - VG in G/VG box

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 587 

A small group of OO gauge rolling
stock by HORNBY and others -
generally G (unboxed) (16) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 588 

A LIMA O gauge class 33 diesel in
BR green together with a Mark 1
coach (chip to one end of roof) - G
unboxed (2) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 589 

A SPECTRUM 28760 On30 scale
American Outline 2-6-6-2 narrow
gauge articulated steam loco in
Pocahontas Lumber Co livery, DCC
fitted - VG/E in VG box 

Estimate: £70 to £90 

Lot 590 

A SPECTRUM 25998 On30 scale
American Outline 2-8-0 narrow
gauge steam locomotive in plain
black livery, DCC fitted - VG in
generally G box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 
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Lot 591 

A group of tinplate O gauge
buildings, signals and accessories
by BING, HORNBY and others - F/G
in G boxes (where boxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 592 

A large group of boxed and
unboxed O gauge wagons and
coaches by BASSETT-LOWKE,
HORNBY and others - F/G in G
boxes (where boxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 593 

A mixed group of O gauge track
and accessories by HORNBY to
include a boxed turntable and
various spares and clockwork
mechanisms - F/G in F/G boxes
(where boxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 594 

A pair of LEEDS MODEL COMPANY
O gauge Southern Railway
Suburban passenger coaches, one
in original box - G in G box (where
boxed) (2) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 595 

A group of O gauge coaches
comprising a pair of MARKLIN
LNWR bogie coaches together with
a pair of HORNBY Pullmans - F
(unboxed) (4) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 596 

A large group of O gauge lead
figures and accessories together
with tinplate signs and accessories
by various manufacturers - F/G (Q) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 597 

A pair of HORNBY O gauge No. 501
clockwork locomotives comprising
examples in LMS and LNER liveries
- G in G boxes (LMS tender
unboxed) (4) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 598 

A BING O gauge clockwork 'George
the Fifth' steam locomotive in
black livery together with a small
HORNBY LMS clockwork
locomotive, a spare tender and a
larger tank loco body in LNER livery
- F/G (unboxed) (4) 

Estimate: £50 to £70 

Lot 599 

A HORNBY O gauge clockwork
GWR tank passenger train set - F/G
in F box 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 600 

A group of HORNBY O gauge No 2
special Pullman cars and a kitbuilt
coach all A/F - F (unboxed) (6) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 
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Lot 601 

A mixed group of HORNBY O
gauge 4-wheel coaches, some A/F
- F/G in G box (where boxed) (10) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 602 

Two very large crates of HORNBY
O gauge 3-rail track including
points, straights, curves etc -
Generally G (some corrosion to
some pieces) together with some
transformers (Q) 

Estimate: £30 to £50 

Lot 603 

Three large crates of HORNBY O
gauge clockwork track together
with some larger gauge clockwork
track, possibly BING - Generally G
in F/G boxes (where boxed) (Q) 

Estimate: £20 to £40 

Lot 604 

A group of G scale American
Outline box cars and a caboose by
BACHMANN most with upgraded
running gear - VG (unboxed) (5) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 605 

An unusual group of G scale
American outline freight cars and
combine cars all fitted with
rechargeable batteries and radio
control receivers for the operation
of locomotives by battery power,
with relevant connectors to
connect to locomotives, complete
with appropriate chargers - VG
(unboxed) (4 cars plus chargers) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 606 

A group of BING O gauge short
bogie coaches in LMS livery - G
(unboxed) (3) 

Estimate: £60 to £80 

Lot 607 

A group of O gauge very early BING
4-wheel coaches in GWR livery - G
(unboxed) (3) 

Estimate: £40 to £60 

Lot 608 

A 3.5 inch gauge live steam
scratch built ex-LNWR Webb
'Cauliflower' Express Goods 0-6-0
steam locomotive in plain black
LMS livery numbered 8454 as
carried from 1924 to withdrawal in
1930. Complete with Boiler Test /
Steam Test records up to 2019.
From the estate of Tony Mason,
member of the St.Albans & District
Model Engineering Society at
Chipperfield - VG, loco comes with
part wooden carry crate, tender no
box 

Estimate: £800 to £1200 

Lot 609 

A 3.5 inch gauge live steam
scratch built LNWR 'Teutonic'
Compound 2-4-0 steam locomotive
in LNWR black livery (tender
unfinished in brass) numbered
1311, named 'Celtic'. This model is
based on the 'Jeanie Deans' article
from the July 1947 edition of 'The
Model Engineer' where an
unknown engineer 'LBSC' decided
to try and re-engineer the
unsuccessful Webb Teutonic
2-2-2-0 into a 2-4-0 style. Complete
with descriptive paperwork, some
plans and Boiler Test / Steam Test
records up to 2010. From the
estate of Tony Mason, member of
the St.Albans & District Model
Engineering Society at Chipperfield
- VG, unboxed 

Estimate: £800 to £1200 
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Lot 610 

A 3.5 inch gauge live steam
scratch built LNWR Webb
Improved Precedent 'Jumbo' class
2-4-0 steam locomotive in lined
black LNWR livery numbered 12,
named 'Nancy' (not carried in
service). Complete with descriptive
paperwork, some plans and Boiler
Test / Steam Test records up to
2012. From the estate of Tony
Mason, member of the St.Albans &
District Model Engineering Society
at Chipperfield - VG, loco and
tender in wooden carry crates 

Estimate: £1000 to £1500 

Lot 611 

A 5 inch gauge live steam scratch
built GNR Stirling Single 4-2-2
steam locomotive in GNR green
livery currently unnumbered.
Complete with descriptive
paperwork and Boiler Test / Steam
Test records up to 2019. From the
estate of Tony Mason, member of
the St.Albans & District Model
Engineering Society at Chipperfield
- VG, with full length loco and
tender half height carry crate 

Estimate: £7000 to £9000 
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Excalibur Auctions’ Glossary of Toys/Model Railways Grading Toys & Models: 
Near Mint (NM) - Almost perfect, any imperfections will be extremely minor or ex-shop
stock. Excellent (E) - The item will have had very careful use, with only small imperfections.
Very Good (VG) - The item will have had some use, with only small imperfections. Good (G)
- The item will have had more use, showing obvious imperfections. 
Fair (F) - The item will have heavy signs of wear, showing major imperfections & may
include repaints. 
Poor (P) - The item will be in a very distressed condition, with many faults. 
A/F (as found – usually in addition to any condition above) – some faults found which may
be noted in the item description, e.g. missing parts or components, or badly broken. 

Boxes: 
Excellent (E) – As you would expect to find the item in a shop – near factory fresh. 
Very Good (VG) – Good condition for age, slight wear, may have the odd small dent. 
Good (G) – Overall wear appropriate for age, some scuffing and dents may be present,
may have some minor graffiti (writing on the box). 
Fair (F) – A reasonable amount of wear / some tears and damage, may have extensive
graffiti. 
Poor (P) – Badly worn, tears and damage, may also have areas detached or missing. 

N.B. All conditions are based on a visual inspection only, and are the opinion of the
auctioneer. No electrical items or model railway locomotives are tested or guaranteed to
work. Full condition reports are available on request, and buyers should satisfy themselves
of the condition of the item prior to purchase. Full condition reports include additional
photographs and a detailed inspection of the item for any obvious damage – we cannot
conduct any testing of items. 

Model Railway Digital Systems: 
DCC Fitted / DCC Sound Fitted – This item is marked as being factory fitted with a digital
(DCC) or digital sound chip by the manufacturer. 
Vendor advises DCC Fitted – The vendor has informed us that this item has been fitted with
a DCC or DCC Sound chip after original purchase. 
PLEASE NOTE that we do not verify either the presence of the DCC chip, nor do we test the
operation of the chip if present. 

Code 3 Models: The term Code 3 refers to models refinished by a Third Party, usually to as
good a standard as the original production finish, but without the original manufacturer's
involvement.



TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF BUYING 

 

EXCALIBUR AUCTIONS Ltd hereinafter referred to as The Auctioneer and to include any person acting 
upon his authority. 

1. General Conditions of Sale 

a. Third Party Liability: All persons on the premises of, or at a venue hired or borrowed by 
The Auctioneer are there upon their own risk. 

b. They shall have no claim against the Auctioneer in respect of any accident, injury or 
damage howsoever caused. 

c. Admission: The Auctioneer reserves the right of admission, which in the case of a view 
auction will be by catalogue and registration. 

2. Catalogue: 

a. Auction: All descriptions, whether printed or oral, are statements of opinion not fact. 

b. Intending purchasers should satisfy themselves as to the condition, age etc. of all pieces 
and lots. 

c. All goods are second hand and SOLD AS SEEN, and are exempt from the provisions of the 
Sale of Goods Act 1979 and subsequent amendments. 

d. All statements as to the authenticity of lots shall be statements of opinion. 
Notwithstanding any other of these Terms and Conditions of Engagement, if within 7 days of 
the sales of any lot the purchaser gives written notice to the Auctioneer that in his or her 
opinion it is a deliberate forgery, as defines below, and within 14 days of such notice, returns 
the lot to the Auctioneer, in the same condition as it was at the time of sale and by 
producing evidence (the burden of proof being on the purchaser) satisfies the Auctioneer 
that the lot is a deliberate forgery, then the Auctioneer will be entitled to rescind the sale 
and will refund the purchase price to the purchaser.  In the context of this guarantee ‘a 
deliberate forgery’ means a lot made with the intention to deceive when considered in the 
light of the catalogue entry and which at the date of sale had a value substantially less than 
it would have had, had it been in accordance with the description. However, there will be no 
right where the catalogue description, at the time of sale, was in accordance with the 
general opinion of experts, or fairly indicated there to be a conflict of opinion. The 
Auctioneers reserve the right in forming their opinion to consult and rely upon any expert or 
authority considered by them to be reliable. 

3. The Auction Process. 

The Auctioneer reserves the right: 

i. To accept or refuse any bid(s), 

ii. Regulate the bidding and amounts of any bid(s), 

iii. Rearrange, consolidate or withdraw any lot(s) or part of any lot without reason or notice. 

iv. In the event of a dispute, the Auctioneer has absolute discretion to settle such dispute. 

v. All transactions associated with this auction sale shall be governed by English law. 

 



4. Conditions of Sale - Vendors 

a. Indemnity: The Vendor indemnifies the Auctioneer together with his servants and agents 
who act solely as agent for the Vendor. 

b. Title: The Vendor warrants to the Auctioneer and the Purchaser that he is the absolute 
owner of any lot and is authorised to sell the same and pass marketable title free of any 
encumbrance or claim. 

c. Instructions: All lots are sold at the Auctioneer’s discretion unless written instructions to 
the contrary are received by the Auctioneer more than 24 hours prior to the auction. 
(Responsibility for receipt of such instructions rests with the Vendor) 

d. Proceeds: The Vendor authorises the Auctioneer to deduct all monies due to him from the 
auction proceeds. 

e. The Auctioneer shall not be liable for settlement of any lot(s) for which he is not in 
possession of cleared funds. 

5. Conditions of Sale - Purchasers 

a. Acknowledgment: In making a bid, for any lot whether in person or otherwise all persons 
acknowledge they have read, understand and abide by all these Conditions of Sale. 

b. Title: Responsibility for a purchased lot shall pass at the fall of the hammer; however, legal 
title shall not pass until the Auctioneer is in possession of cleared funds in payment for that 
lot. 

c. Payment and Clearance: All lots must be paid for in full within 7 days following the 
conclusion of the auction except where agreed by the Auctioneer in writing. 

d. No lot(s) may be removed until cleared funds are to hand except where agreed by the 
Auctioneer. 

e. Items become the property of Excalibur Auctions Ltd – 42 days after the auction 

Late Collection 

• Items are held for two weeks after the auction free of storage costs. 
• Items which remain uncollected 14 days from the date of auction will be removed to an 

offsite storage facility and will incur a £20 administration fee and a storage charge of £1 per 
lot per day. 

• Once items have been placed in offsite storage, 24 hours advanced notice is required to 
retrieve the items ready for collection. 

• Items which remain uncollected without written authorisation for more than 42 days from 
the date of auction, will become the property of Excalibur Auctions Ltd and resold at a future 
auction to defray costs. 

• Items held for longer than two weeks after the auction will be removed offsite to a storage 
facility and will become subject to storage charges at the auctioneer's discretion and interest 
at 3% over Barclays Bank Base Rate 

• Items which remain uncollected without written authorisation for more than 6 weeks after 
the auction, will become the property of Excalibur Auctions and resold at a future auction to 
defray costs and the bidder will be banned from buying in future sales.  We reserve the right 
to share non-paying bidder information with other auction houses and the operators of live 
bidding services. 



f. The Buyer will pay to the Auctioneer the hammer price together with a Buyer’s Premium 
calculated at a rate of 22.5%, plus VAT at the prevailing rate. 

  

6. Important Information 

Online Live Webcast 

a. Excalibur Auctions offer an online bidding service via the-saleroom.com or our own 
website 

b. In completing the bidder registration on any of the online platforms and providing your 
credit card details and unless alternative arrangements are agreed with Excalibur Auctions 
you: 

1. authorise Excalibur Auctions, if they so wish, to charge the credit card given in 
part or full payment, including all fees, for items successfully purchased in the 
auction, and 

2. Confirm that you are authorised to provide these credit card details to Excalibur 
Auctions and agree that Excalibur Auctions are entitled to ship the goods to the card 
holder name and card holder address provided in fulfilment of the sale. 

c. Please note that any lots purchased via the online platforms will be subject to an 
additional 6% (the saleroom.com or 3% (excaliburauctions.com) commission charge inclusive 
at the rate imposed on the hammer price. 

d. Value Added Tax (VAT): If VAT is applicable to any lots this will be indicated in the 
catalogue listings 

f. Absentee Bids: Complete the Commission Bid form and return it to the Auctioneer who 
will execute such bids without obligation. 

g. Imperfections: The condition of pieces, (other than where a number are included in the 
same lot) is mentioned in this catalogue. This is intended as a guide to assist potential 
purchasers. 

h. It remains the responsibility of the Purchaser to satisfy himself/herself as to the condition 
of each piece and lot. See General Conditions of Sale 

i. Estimates: This is a guide as to what price the lot may attain based on previous results and 
Excalibur Auctions’ knowledge of the prevailing market 

j. Auction Duration: Lots will be sold in numerical order (unless otherwise stated) at a likely 
rate of between 100 and 120 lots per hour. 

k. Payment and Clearance: Accounts may be settled by bank transfer, debit card or credit 
card (non-EEA issued debit and credit card payments will incur an additional charge of 4% on 
the total sum payable). 

7. Shipping:  

Packing and Shipping will be handled by Excalibur Auctions.  Shipping details including postage and 
packing charges available on our website. 

Invoices will be produced within 48 hours of the sale. 

July 2023 


